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1 Introduction

The analysis of boundary conditions is a natural problem in physics. All realistic statistical
systems possess boundaries and hence their full theoretical understanding clearly requires
a good control of boundary conditions. Additionally, probing the system with a boundary
can sometimes be proven fruitful to constrain the original bulk system itself. In the case of
conformal field theories (CFTs), the study of boundaries has a long and eminent history.
Boundary CFT (BCFT) has by now established its position as one of the main theoretical
techniques within the already rich framework of CFTs, and find diverse applications in
modern physics. They describe surface phenomena in systems near criticality, with surface
critical exponents related to the conformal dimensions of the boundary operators [2], as well
as systems with quantum impurities in condensed matter physics [3, 4]. In string theory,
two-dimensional worldsheet BCFTs are famously interpreted as D-branes [5, 6]. The study
of BCFTs is also an interesting subject in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence [7].
In the AdS/BCFT proposal [8, 9], the gravity dual of BCFT is described by an end-of-the-
world (ETW) brane in the bulk of spacetime [10, 11]. Recent works have further employed
BCFTs as toy models of lower dimensional gravitational systems coupled to an auxiliary
CFT which serves as a reservoir for the gravitational system, e.g. [12–14]. Despite these
numerous applications to important problems in various branches of physics, the landscape
of explicit constructions of BCFTs remains largely unexplored to date, except in a few
special cases such as in minimal models or rational conformal field theories (RCFTs) [15–
19], special cases in free CFTs [20–23], or Liouville theory [24–26].

In this work we will study some new universal aspects of unitary, irrational, compact1
two dimensional BCFTs. In two-dimensions, the study of boundaries was pioneered by
Cardy in a series of papers, in particular [2, 15, 27]. The presence of the infinite-dimensional
Virasoro symmetry imposes strong non-perturbative constraints on the spectrum and in-
teractions of such theories and constrains the correlation functions of local operators. Away
from any boundaries, a bulk two dimensional CFT is in principle completely specified by
its left and right central charges (cL, cR), the conformal dimensions of its primary fields
(hi, h̄i), and the structure constants Ckij appearing as coefficients of the primary fields
Ok in the Operator Product Expansion (OPE) of primary fields Oi and Oj . These data
uniquely determine the correlation functions of the theory in flat space as well as on an
arbitrary compact surface. Ideally one could in principle solve the constraints of unitarity
and conformal invariance (usually referred to as the conformal bootstrap program) to de-
termine the possible allowed values of the set {hi, h̄i, Cijk}, and hence completely classify
two dimensional CFTs.

In the case where a conformal boundary s is added to the bulk CFT — by which we
mean that boundary conditions labelled by s along the boundary preserve the conformal
symmetry — two dimensional BCFTs are enriched with an additional set of CFT data. In
this case the conformal boundary inherits a diagonal Virasoro subalgebra from the bulk

1By compact here we formally mean two dimensional theories with discrete (bulk and boundary) energy
spectra and unique sl(2,C) and sl(2,R) invariant vacuum states in the bulk and boundary respectively.
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theory2 which necessarily sets cL = cR ≡ c. Besides, there is a novel spectrum of primary
operators living solely on the boundary with conformal weights hBi , and two new sets of
boundary structure constants: the bulk-to-boundary structure constants C(s)i

α appearing
as coefficients of the boundary primary fields Ψi when we expand a bulk primary field
Oα on the conformal boundary s, and the boundary structure constants C(abc)k

ij which are
the coefficients in the OPE expansion of purely boundary primary operators joining three
distinct boundary conditions labelled by (abc). We can summarize the CFT data in the
presence of a boundary in the following set:{

sa; hBi , C(s)i
α , C

(abc)k
ij

}
(1.1)

There is an additional distinguished universal quantity in BCFT2, which we called sa, and
captures the vacuum amplitude on the disk (i.e. the disk partition function) with conformal
boundary labelled by a. It is commonly known as the boundary entropy or the brane tension
in string theory applications. This quantity provides a measure of the boundary degrees
of freedom and we can think of it as an analogue of the central charge for the boundary
theory. As we will see, it will play an important role in our discussion.

The main focus of this paper is to understand universal aspects of the data (1.1).
We will show that in any compact, unitary BCFT2 with finite central charge c > 1 and
finite boundary entropies the bulk-to-boundary and boundary OPE coefficients satisfy the
following universal asymptotic behaviour in the high energy regime:3∣∣∣C(s)i

α

∣∣∣2 ∼ e−ss/2 C0
(
Pα, P̄α, Pi

)
∣∣∣C(abc)k

ij

∣∣∣2 ∼ e−(sa+sb+sc)/2 C0 (Pi, Pj , Pk)
(1.2)

where

C0(Pi, Pj , Pk) ≡
1√
2

Γb(2Q)
Γb(Q)3

∏
±±± Γb

(
Q
2 ± iPi ± iPj ± iPk

)
∏
a∈{i,j,k} Γb(Q+ 2iPa)Γb(Q− 2iPa)

. (1.3)

Here ∏± denotes a product of eight terms with all possible sign permutations. In addition,
instead of using the central charge c and dimensions h and h̄ to express our formula, we
have used the “Liouville parameters”:

c = 1 + 6Q2 = 1 + 6(b+ b−1)2, h = α(Q− α), α = Q

2 + iP . (1.4)

The function Γb is the b-deformed gamma function, which is meromorphic, with no zeros,
and with poles at argument −mb − nb−1 for nonnegative integers m,n (similarly to the
usual gamma function, which has poles at nonpositive integers).

The asymptotic formulas (1.2) are true in any (compact) BCFT2 with c > 1, and are
universal in the sense that they depend only on the central charge c and the boundary

2In d Euclidean dimensions the presence of a boundary preserves an SO(d, 1) subgroup of the original
SO(d+ 1, 1) conformal symmetry. For analytic studies of BCFTs in higher dimensions see e.g. [28–30].

3We use the notation a ∼ b to denote that a/b→ 1 in the limit of interest. We will also use the notation
a ≈ b to denote that a and b have the same leading scaling in the limit of interest.
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entropies si and not on any other details of the theory. We will now make a few comments
on the precise interpretation of our formulas.

First, the square of the structure constants denotes the fully contracted quantity
with respect to the boundary operator metric (i.e. the normalization of the two-point
functions on the boundary), assuming a canonical normalization for any bulk operators
on the sphere. To be extremely clear,4 our notation means

∣∣∣C(s)i
α

∣∣∣2 ≡ C
(s)i
α C

(s)
αi , and∣∣∣C(abc)k

ij

∣∣∣2 ≡ C(abc)k
ij C

(cba)ji
k . This fact actually implies that our asymptotic results (1.2) are

independent of the choice of normalization for boundary operators. Furthermore, since the
two asymptotic formulas for the bulk-to-boundary structure constants and the boundary
OPE coefficients are essentially the same up to factors independent of the conformal dimen-
sions, this seems to suggest that there should be a natural normalization of the boundary
operators where we could capture both structure constants by exactly the same formula.
Indeed, we confirm the existence of such normalization and we write it in (2.22). We will
subsequently show in detail why in this particular normalization one lands in a unified
asymptotic formula for both the bulk-to-boundary two-point functions and the boundary
three-point functions.

Second, (1.2) is an expression for the average boundary structure constants, with the
heavy operator weight(s) averaged over all Virasoro (either bulk or boundary) primary
operators, which is valid for any finite c > 1. Although we have only written one formula
for each structure constant, equations (1.2) are secretly three different formulas for each
boundary structure constant hiding in one: for the bulk-to-boundary structure constants
the formula holds in three distinct asymptotic heavy regimes, namely light bulk-heavy
boundary, heavy bulk-light boundary or heavy bulk-heavy boundary. Similarly for the
boundary OPE coefficients this result holds in the heavy-light-light, heavy-heavy-light or
heavy-heavy-heavy regimes of boundary operator dimensions.5 In each case, the averaging
taken in equation (1.2) should be understood as an average over the heavy operator(s), but
not over the other operators which are held fixed (which is what we mean by light). The
amusing result is that we obtain exactly the same formula either for the bulk-to-boundary
or for the boundary structure constants in each of these cases.

Recently, a similar crucial observation was made for the case of bulk OPE coeffi-
cients [1], where the authors showed that there is a single universal formula (consisting of
two copies of C0) capturing the heavy asymptotics of the OPE coefficients squared in three
distinct heavy regimes. We are now in a position to confirm that the same qualitative
picture is true in the case of BCFT for the corresponding boundary structure constants

4Throughout this paper we will be referring to the quantities C(s)i
α , C

(abc)k
ij as the boundary “structure

constants”, whereas to the quantities C(s)
αi , C

(abc)
ijk — i.e. the structure constants with all operator indices

lowered — as the “bulk-to-boundary two-point functions” and “boundary three-point functions” respec-
tively.

5As we will explain in detail below, “heavy” in this context means that for a bulk operator we can either
take h or h̄ to be much larger than both the central charge or the boundary entropies — similarly, for the
boundary operator we only take hB to be large — and the dimensions of the other operators are held fixed.
For this reason the three different regimes described above are distinct, and there is a-priori no reason to
expect to get the same result in each regime.
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where, in addition, our asymptotic formulas depend universally on the boundary entropies.
In fact, it is quite surprising that the asymptotic formula for the boundary OPE coefficients
in (1.2) is not only symmetric under the exchange of the dimensions of primary operators
(since C0 is a symmetric function of its arguments) but it is also symmetric in the three
types of boundary entropies that enter the formula.

The strategy that will lead us to our main results will follow closely the methods
of [1], where we will now study sewing constraints for Riemann surfaces with open bound-
aries [15, 16, 31] and implement the use of the so-called crossing kernels to derive our
asymptotic results. For the case of non-orientable Riemann surfaces analogous methods
and asymptotic results were derived in [32]. The present work completes the basic study
of Cardy-like results in 2d CFTs (in Euclidean signature) which can be obtained with the
leverage of the crossing kernels. A natural generalization from this point is to compute
asymptotics of higher moments of the CFT data by studying crossing symmetry (and as-
sembling the appropriate crossing kernels) on more involved Riemann surfaces with bound-
aries or crosscaps. For the case of bulk OPE coefficients (in compact orientable Riemann
surfaces), this extension was recently pursued in [33, 34].

The outline of the paper is as follows: in section 2, we review the basic properties
of BCFT2 on the upper half-plane and the disk, and we carefully define the correlation
functions and OPEs that involve boundary operators. In section 3, we revisit the sewing
constraints on a general Riemann surface with conformal boundaries. As a warm up,
we derive the analogue of the Cardy formula for the boundary spectrum illustrating our
basic technique which involves the use of a suitable crossing kernel that relates different
“dissections” of the same surface. As a simple extension to that problem, we also derive
the BCFT counterpart of the Kraus-Maloney formula [35] at finite central charge for the
diagonal heavy-heavy-light boundary OPE coefficients. In section 4 we give a detailed
derivation of our main universal asymptotic formula for the square of the bulk-to-boundary
structure constants. Similarly, in section 5 we derive the universal asymptotic formula for
the square of the boundary structure constants. In section 6, we initiate a study of the
Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH) for BCFTs based on our asymptotic results.
Our findings suggest a novel hierarchy between the various terms in the ETH ansatz which
is controlled by suitable boundary entropy factors. In section 7, we discuss the large
central charge limits of our main formulas and discuss their holographic interpretation.
In appendices A and B, we summarize some basic properties of the elementary crossing
kernels, namely the fusion and modular kernel in the irrational case (c > 1). In appendix C,
we provide details on the construction of the crossing kernel for the cylinder two-point
functions that we study in section 4. Finally, in appendix D we describe a novel relation
between the irrational version of the modular kernel and the bulk-to-boundary structure
constant in Liouville theory.

Note added. While this work was in preparation, the paper [36] appeared which inves-
tigates similar asymptotic formulas for the case of identical boundary conditions.
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2 Review of BCFT2

We start by offering a lightning review of the basic ingredients of boundary two dimensional
CFTs on the upper half-plane and the disk. Along the way we fix our notations and state
our basic assumptions which will be relevant for the rest of the paper.

2.1 Natural variables for Virasoro representation theory

We first introduce a parametrization of the CFT data that is becoming increasingly useful
recently especially in manipulations involving the representation theory of the Virasoro
algebra. The central charge c can be written in terms of a “background charge” Q or
“Liouville coupling” b as

c = 1 + 6Q2 = 1 + 6(b+ b−1)2. (2.1)

In the present work we will be interested in two dimensional CFTs with c > 1. With that
in mind, we will fix the choice of b by taking 0 < b < 1 if c > 25, and by taking b to lie on
the unit circle in the first quadrant if 1 ≤ c ≤ 25. To label Virasoro representations we use
the “Liouville momentum” variable P , or sometimes the equivalent α = Q

2 + iP , which is
related to the more common conformal weight by

h =
(
Q

2

)2
+ P 2 = α(Q− α), (2.2)

and similarly P̄ or ᾱ in place for the anti-holomorphic dimension h̄. We notice that this
representation for conformal dimensions is redundant since it is invariant under reflections
P → −P (or α → Q − α). In addition, it naturally splits unitary values of the weights
(h ≥ 0) into two distinct regimes: h ≥ c−1

24 corresponds to real P (or α ∈ Q
2 + iR), and

0 ≤ h < c−1
24 , which corresponds to imaginary P (or α ∈ (0, Q2 )). Following [37], we will

refer to these as the continuous regime and the discrete regime of conformal dimensions
respectively.6

2.2 Boundary states

We will be considering Euclidean correlation functions of two-dimensional conformal field
theories of central charge c > 1 on Riemann surfaces with boundaries with prescribed
conformal boundary conditions on each boundary.7 The simplest example of such surface
is a strip S: R× [0, π] with no operator insertions and boundary conditions a, b at the two
ends of the strip. Via conformal transformation, it is convenient to map the strip to the
upper half-plane (UHP) H+ = {z ∈ C; Im(z) ≥ 0}. Once we understand the CFT on the

6This terminology stems from the analytic structure of the fusion kernel of the Virasoro four-point
blocks which we will describe in more detail below. The T-channel Virasoro blocks have in general a
discrete support (i.e. sum over residues on a finite set of poles) on S-channel blocks for h < c−1

24 , plus a
continuous support for h ≥ c−1

24 as discussed extensively in [37, 38]. This terminology is also relevant in the
AdS3/CFT2 context. In Liouville theory, the above regimes correspond to dimensions of non-normalisable
and normalisable vertex operators respectively.

7We will be labelling the boundary conditions on conformal boundaries with latin letters such as
a, b, c, · · · .

– 5 –
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UHP, we can also calculate correlators in more general geometries. This is accomplished
simply by a conformal mapping back to the UHP.

As it was explained originally by Cardy [2, 15, 27] (for a review see [39]) on the
UHP with the real axis as the boundary, imposing conformal boundary conditions and
in particular requiring the bulk stress tensor to remain traceless implies the following
condition:

T (z)|Im(z)=0 = T̄ (z̄)
∣∣∣
Im(z)=0

. (2.3)

This has the immediate consequence that correlators of T are those of T̄ , analytically
continued into the lower half plane. In other words, in a boundary CFT only the diagonal
Virasoro algebra is preserved by the boundary which further implies that the left and right
central charges of the theory are identified cL = cR ≡ c. It will therefore be important to
distinguish between the Hilbert space of states in the bulk and the Hilbert space of states
on the boundary. We will denote these Hilbert spaces as

Hclosed =
∫
S×S̄

dαdᾱMα,ᾱ ⊗ Vα ⊗ V̄ᾱ , S × S̄ = spectrum on the circle.

Ha,bopen =
∫
Sa,b

dβ Ma,b
β ⊗ V

a,b
β , Sa,b = spectrum on the line with bdy conditions a, b.

(2.4)

whereMα,ᾱ andMa,b
β are the multiplicity spaces (that transform trivially under V irc×V irc

and V irc respectively), and Vi(V̄ī) denotes an irreducible representation of the holomorphic
(anti-holomorphic) copy of the Virasoro algebra. Note that in the boundary sector we only
have a single copy Va,bβ . The corresponding primary operator content of the theory naturally
splits into two types of fields:

• bulk fields Oα(z) with conformal dimensions (hα, h̄α) defined on z ∈ H+, which
transform under conformal transformations in the bulk as:

[Ln,Oα(z)] = zn (z∂z + hα(n+ 1))Oα(z) + z̄n
(
z̄∂z̄ + h̄α(n+ 1)

)
Oα(z), n ∈ Z,

(2.5)

• boundary fields Ψab
i (x) with conformal dimension hi defined on x ∈ R and joining

the boundaries a and b (with a 6= b in general), which transform under conformal
mappings in the boundary as:

[Ln,Ψab
i (x)] = xn (x∂x + hi(n+ 1)) Ψab

i (x), n ∈ Z. (2.6)

For bulk operators, we henceforth choose a canonical normalization for their two-point
function on the sphere, namely 〈Oi(0)Oj(1)〉S2 = δij . For boundary operators we could
in principle proceed in the same way by canonically normalizing their two-point functions
on the line. However, as we will see in more detail later, this is not the most natural
normalization one could choose since the one-point function of the identity operator is
non-trivial in BCFT for different boundary conditions. We will discuss a particular choice

– 6 –
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of normalization which we think is convenient and natural in this set-up and, crucially,
differs from the canonical one.8

Mapping the UHP with boundary condition a to the disk, the boundary condition
on the circle defines a state in Hclosed according to the usual radial quantization. This is
the so-called boundary state (or Cardy state) |Ba〉 which, via the mode expansion of (2.3),
satisfies:9 (

Ln − L̄−n
)
|Ba〉 = 0 , n ∈ Z. (2.7)

The boundary state can be thought of as a coherent state in Hclosed and is in general a
non-normalisable state. Setting n = 0 in (2.7) shows that |Ba〉 has zero spin (though not an
energy eigenstate), and hence it can be built in principle out of a basis of states belonging
to the scalar sector of Hclosed, that is, irreducible representations Vα ⊗ V̄ᾱ with conformal
dimensions h = h̄. We will denote this sector of the closed Hilbert space in what follows
as Hsc.closed ⊆ Hclosed. In particular, it will be important for us that the closed-sector (or
simply, “bulk”) identity operator with h = h̄ = 0 by definition belongs into Hsc.closed and
comes with unit multiplicity.

In rational CFTs, Ishibashi [40] showed that one can built a basis of solutions of (2.7)
in one to one correspondence (unique up to a constant) with a particular scalar primary
state of the theory, with Liouville momentum Ps. In other words, there exists a state
|B,Ps〉〉 — called boundary Ishibashi state — satisfying(

Ln − L̄−n
)
|B,Ps〉〉 = 0 , n ∈ Z. (2.8)

The general boundary state (2.7) is then a superposition of boundary Ishibashi states10

|Ba〉 =
∑

s∈Hsc.closed

Bsa |B,Ps〉〉 (2.9)

where the (complex, in general) coefficients Bsa are sometimes called reflection coefficients
or just disk one-point function coefficients. In the case of rational CFTs there is a finite
number of primary operators and one can explicitly determine these coefficients (and hence
the boundary state itself) via the bootstrap conditions (see e.g. [15, 19, 27]). In Liouville
theory one can do the same by using the nice analytic properties of the theory in conjunction
with the bootstrap, which eventually gives rise to the celebrated FZZT or ZZ branes [41–43].
Nonetheless, in a general irrational compact 2d CFT analogous calculations are completely

8As we will explain in detail later, our main results for the asymptotic formulas for boundary structure
constants will turn out to be unambiguous with respect to the choice of such normalisations. Nevertheless,
we will find it convenient at some point to express these results in a particular choice of normalisation.

9In this work we will be interested in bosonic theories where the chiral algebra is just Virasoro. For
theories with extended chiral algebras, e.g. Kac-Moody, superconformal, W-algebras etc., one can impose
more general boundary conditions relating the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts of the corresponding
currents on the boundary (see e.g. [15] for a more detailed discussion on extended chiral algebras in the
BCFT set up).

10One important comment is that boundary Ishibashi states are not true boundary states even though
they satisfy the same condition as |Ba〉. A boundary state is further subject to important consistency
conditions such as the open-closed duality on the cylinder [15] or the more general bootstrap equations on
the disk [16, 31], as we will extensively discuss later.

– 7 –
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out of reach and so far we know almost nothing about the operator content or the allowed
set of boundary conditions of such theories.

It is worth emphasizing at this point that the coefficients Bsa encode all the information
about the boundary condition a, since the construction of Ishibashi states is solely based
on the Virasoro algebra. In particular, they can be realized as infinite sums of products of
holomorphic and anti-holomorphic states of the form:

|B,Ps〉〉 =
∑
~m

|Ps, ~m〉 ⊗ U |Ps, ~m〉

=
(

1 + L−1L̄−1
2hs

+ · · ·
)
|Ps〉

(2.10)

where ~m denotes the descendant state constructed by acting with L−j raising operator mj

times on the primary |Ps〉 (normalized as 〈Ps′|Ps〉 = δ(P ′s − Ps)), and U is an anti-unitary
operator [40, 44]. They are also normalized as follows:11

〈〈B,P ′s|e−a(L0+L0− c
12)|B,Ps〉〉 = δ(Ps − P ′s)

e−2aP 2
s

η( iaπ )
, P 6= vac.

〈〈B, vac|e−a(L0+L0− c
12)|B, vac〉〉 = (1− e−2a)e

aQ2
2

η( iaπ )
,

(2.11)

where η(τ) is the Dedekind eta function and a some constant.
As we will see later, consistency conditions like the open-closed duality on the cylinder

shows that the Bsa’s define physically distinct sets of boundaries only up to an overall
rescaling Bsa → λBsa with |λ| = 1. We will fix this ambiguity by explicitly choosing B1

a > 0
for the identity operator in what follows.12

For the rest of the paper, we’re going to consider irrational (c > 1) compact, unitary
BCFTs on the UHP with a given discrete spectrum of scalar primaries in Hsc.closed, and we will
assume that a decomposition of the form (2.9) exists and converges for the corresponding
boundary state. Following similar logic as in Liouville theory [42, 45], we will find it
convenient to re-write (2.9) in an equivalent form by introducing an even distribution
B(P |a) as follows:

|Ba〉 =
∫
dP

2 B(P |a)|B,P 〉〉 (2.12)

where13
B(P |a) :=

∑
i∈Hsc.closed

Bia [δ(P − Pi) + δ(P + Pi)] (2.13)

11An interesting way to regularize the norm of boundary Ishibashi states in the case of RCFTs was
discussed in [19].

12This choice also makes sense from the reflection positivity of the disk partition function which we will
define shortly. Note also that for s 6= 1 we take Bsa ∈ R, since we can always choose a Hermitian basis of
(scalar) operators.

13Distributions with support on imaginary values of P , i.e. states with h < c−1
24 , require special care. As

described nicely in [46] there is a solid mathematical background for these kind of distributions which can
be taken to live on an enlarged space or, equivalently, a more restricted space of test functions which at
least includes the Gaussians (in the variable P ). We refer to appendix A of [46] for more details.
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It will also be important for us later to assume a scalar gap above the identity in Hsc.closed.
This would mean that

|Ba〉 = ga|B, vac〉〉+
∑
sgap

Bsa|B,Ps〉〉, (2.14)

where sgap can be either in the discrete or the continuous regime of conformal dimensions.
Recently, the conformal dimension corresponding to sgap turned out to be a crucial pa-
rameter in applications of the bootstrap techniques on the cylinder [47]. Furthermore, the
term ga ≡ B1

a is a distinguished quantity here and will play a central role in our discussion.
As we will review in more detail in the next subsection, it defines the so called boundary
entropy.

In the open sector Ha,bopen, a vacuum representation Va,bvac. with hvac. = 0 is not guaran-
teed to exist in the spectrum in general. This depends highly on the boundary conditions
a, b. We will denote the conformal dimension of the primary with the minimum conformal
dimension inside Ha,bopen as habmin. ≥ 0. In the special case of identical boundary conditions,
the identity can certainly propagate in the spectrum and hence we can have haamin. = 0. It
will also be important for us to assume a boundary gap in the spectrum above habmin., either
in the discrete or the continuous regime of conformal dimensions.

2.3 Structure constants and basic correlation functions

In boundary theories in which the boundary conditions do not break conformal symmetry
— meaning that the stress-tensor satisfies (2.3) on the UHP — the short distance expan-
sions between bulk and boundary operators, and between boundary operators are com-
pletely fixed by conformal symmetry.14 We define the bulk-to-boundary and the boundary
structure constants C(s)i

α , C
(abc)k
ij for primary operators (either bulk or boundary) via the

following expansions

Bulk-to-Boundary OPE: Oα(z) ∼
∑

i∈Hs,sopen

C(s)i
α (2Imz)hi−hα−hαΨss

i (Rez) + · · · , Imz > 0

Boundary OPE: Ψab
i (x)Ψbc

j (y) ∼
∑

k∈Ha,copen

C
(abc)k
ij (x− y)hk−hi−hjΨac

k (y) + · · · , x > y,

(2.15)
where · · · denote contributions from descendants which are completely fixed by conformal
symmetry. These two types of structure constants provide the necessary CFT data that
determine the following basic (and physical) correlation functions in any BCFT2 [15, 16, 31]:

• Bulk one-point function.
The one-point functions on the UHP (or the disk) are only non-zero for bulk scalar
operators Oα with hα = hα. Their expression reads:

〈Oα(z)〉s = Bαs
|z − z̄|2hα

,

〈1〉s = gs

(2.16)

14Originally discussed in [48].
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where Bαs are the disk one-point function coefficients of the boundary state expan-
sion (2.9).
The one-point function of the bulk identity operator captures the disk partition func-
tion, and defines a distinguished universal quantity that characterizes the boundary
condition. We define

si := 2 log gi (2.17)

as the boundary entropy (or the g-function) labelled by the boundary condition i. This
quantity provides a measure of the boundary degrees of freedom, as it was originally
explained in [49] (see also [50]). Therefore we can think of it as an analogue of the
central charge for the boundary theory. In fact, away from the boundary conformal
fixed point, the boundary entropy is proven to be monotonic under boundary RG
flows [51–54], providing a boundary analog of Zamolodchikov’s c-function in the case
of bulk RG flows. Note that, given our choice for Bαs > 0, the boundary entropy
can in principle take any real value15 as opposed to the central charge which has to
satisfy c > 0 for unitary theories.
Furthermore, this quantity deserves the name “entropy” since it captures the sub-
leading piece in the high-temperature limit of the thermal entropy of a 2d CFT on
an interval [49], and it is crucially a constant as a function of the temperature for
conformal boundaries. It moreover contributes a universal term in the ground state
entanglement entropy of an interval, as was elucidated in [55]. In RCFTs defined by
a diagonal modular invariant the value of g takes a particularly simple expression in
terms of the corresponding S-matrix of the theory

gi = S0i√
S00

(2.18)

and hence one can systematically obtain the various boundary entropies in this case
and study its properties. For generic irrational CFTs with c > 1 it is still unknown
whether an analogous simple formula exists, mainly because the landscape of confor-
mal boundaries in this case is largely unclear. Recently, it was shown that conformal
bootstrap techniques applied in the open-closed consistency condition on the annulus
can provide interesting and non-trivial bounds on gi even for irrational theories [47].

• Boundary two-point function.
The two-point function on the real line or the boundary circle of the disk is given by:

〈Ψab
i (x)Ψba

j (y)〉 =
g

(ab)
ij

|x− y|2hi
, (2.19)

where the (boundary) operator metric g
(ab)
ij is defined as

g
(ab)
ij := C

(aba)1
ij gaδij . (2.20)

15Indeed, in the 2d Ising model for example one can calculate explicitly the boundary entropies cor-
responding to the three bulk operators 1, ε, σ using the elements of the S-matrix [16]. The resulting
expressions are either negative or zero.
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Note that, compared to the two point function in the bulk CFT case, the operator
metric here looks quite non trivial because of the presence of the factor ga which
can be different for different boundary conditions. In fact, the metric is symmetric
under the exchange a ↔ b, and we can use it to raise or lower indices for the bulk-
to-boundary or boundary structure constants. In particular we define the structure
constants with lower indices via the following relations:

C
(s)
αi =

∑
i′

C(s)i′
α g

(ss)
ii′ = C(s)i

α C
(sss)1
ii gs

C
(abc)
ijk =

∑
k′

C
(abc)k′
ij g

(ac)
kk′ = C

(abc)k
ij C

(aca)1
kk ga.

(2.21)

As it was explained in [31], one could imagine setting g
(ab)
ij = δij by canonically

normalizing the boundary operators Ψab
i . However, in the case of identical bound-

ary conditions a = b we could in principle consider the one-point function of the
(boundary) identity operator where the boundary metric yields g(aa)

ij := gaδij (which
coincides exactly with the disk partition function 〈1〉a in (2.16)). Therefore, assum-
ing that our theory has a non-trivial set of conformal boundary conditions, it is not
at all natural to set simultaneously all of the corresponding disk partition functions
to unity.
A natural normalization for boundary primary operators that we may occasionally
adopt in the present work is the following:

C
(aba)1
ii =

√
gb
ga

⇒ g
(ab)
ij = √gagb δij . (2.22)

As we will see in detail later, our asymptotic formulas for the bulk-to-boundary
and boundary OPE coefficients take some particularly neat and unified form in this
normalization, which suggests that (2.22) provides a natural choice in BCFT2 in
general. Be that as it may — and unless our particular choice to work with (2.22)
is explicitly stated — for the most part of this work we will keep the dependence on
the metric g

(ab)
ij manifest and present results in a normalisation-independent fashion.

• Bulk-Boundary two-point function.
The amplitude between a bulk and a boundary operator takes the form:

〈Oα(z)Ψss
i (x)〉 = C

(s)
αi

|z − z̄|2hα−hi |z − x|2hi
. (2.23)

Note that in the special case where Ψss
i = 1 we have the relation C(s)

α1 = Bαs = C
(s)1
α gs.

• Boundary three-point function.
Finally, the three point function on the line or the boundary circle reads:

〈Ψab
i (x3)Ψbc

j (x2)Ψca
k (x1)〉 =

C
(abc)
ijk

|x12|h12 |x23|h23 |x31|h31
, (2.24)

where xij ≡ xi − xj and hij ≡ hi + hj − hk.
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The primary focus of the present work is on the behaviour of the bulk-to-boundary and
boundary OPE coefficients in BCFT2 for generic boundary conditions. In rational CFTs,
the bootstrap conditions along with the fact that the theory possesses a finite number of
primary operators have been proven sufficient to explicitly solve for those data. For exam-
ple, this strategy was famously successful for the A and D series Minimal Models [17, 18].
Furthermore, in Liouville theory the bulk-to-boundary structure constants were studied
in [24, 26] and the boundary structure constant in [25], where the authors provided explicit
analytic expressions. In this work we will be interested in irrational, unitary and compact
BCFTs where almost nothing is known so far about these coefficients. By revisiting the
crossing equations on Riemann surfaces with boundary we will be able to provide universal
asymptotic formulas for C(s)

αi and C(abc)
ijk in particular asymptotic regimes of the boundary

operator conformal dimensions.

3 Crossing equations on Riemann surfaces with boundary

Before deriving our universal formulas for the boundary OPE coefficients, in this section
we will revisit the crossing equations and explain the basic legos for constructing a general
CFT correlation function on a Riemann surface with open boundaries. At the end of this
section, we will revisit the derivation of the asymptotic Cardy formula for the boundary
spectrum by carefully studying the slightly more general open-closed duality of the cylinder
one-point function.

3.1 Sewing constraints, three elementary legos, and the doubling trick

We start by recalling briefly the definition of correlation functions of local operators in a
2d CFT on a compact oriented surface Σg of genus g (equipped with some Riemannian
metric), as it was pioneered in the early works [56–60]. We may view the surface Σg with
n local operators insertions as a surface with n “punctures”. We can now decompose the
punctured surface into 2g − 2 + n pairs of pants, with n of the boundary circles shrunk
to points. The n-point function on Σg is then decomposed into the product of 2g − 2 + n

three-point functions (see (i) in figure 1), appropriately Weyl transformed, summed over
the basis of states inserted along the 3g − 3 + n circles. The consistency in defining
correlation functions on Σg requires that different pair-of-pants decompositions results in
the same answer for the correlation function. These conditions are usually termed “sewing
constraints”. Furthermore, it can be shown [59, 61] that any two different pair-of-pants
decompositions of the n-punctured surface Σg can be related by a sequence of two types
of simple crossing moves, which consists of: (a) the crossing equation for the conformal
block decomposition of sphere 4-point functions (or, in other words, the associativity of the
OPE), and (b) the modular covariance of the torus one-point functions. As a result, the
consistency of the n-point functions on Σg follows from the crossing invariance of all sphere
4-point functions together with the modular covariance of all torus one-point functions.

The analogous construction of CFT correlation functions on non-compact Riemann
surfaces with conformal boundaries was later analyzed in [31, 62].16 We want to study

16We will review the basics of this construction in what follows without trying to be too rigorous at this
stage since we are not going to need all the details of the construction. We refer the reader to the original
papers for a more elaborate discussion.
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Figure 1. The three elementary “legos” out of which one can construct a BCFT2 correlation
function on a Riemann surface with open boundaries: (i) bulk OPE structure constant , (ii) bulk-to-
boundary structure constant and (iii) boundary structure constant. The solid orange lines represent
points on the bulk surface, whereas solid black lines represent a conformal boundary. Local bulk
operator insertions are depicted as orange circles, while local boundary operator insertions as dashed
blue lines.

(Euclidean) correlation functions of nb local bulk operators on a genus g Riemann surface
which additionally has Bi number of disconnected boundaries with conformal boundary
conditions si on each boundary. We call this surface Σ{si}g . On these boundaries we can
also distribute a number of n∂ boundary operators. We denote this generic correlation
function on such surface as

Gg,nb;Bi,n∂ = 〈O1(z1) · · · Onb(znb); Ψ1(x1) · · ·Ψn∂(xn∂ )〉Σ{si}g

. (3.1)

In parallel with the case of compact Riemann surfaces, we can imagine decomposing G
into simpler amplitudes via a series of “cutting” operations where we insert a complete set
of states on each cutting. In the presence of conformal boundaries, however, one encounters
two types of cuttings: we can either insert a complete set of bulk states (i.e. primaries and
their descendants under two copies of the maximal chiral algebra of the theory) when we
cut along a closed loop of the surface, or we can insert a complete set of boundary states
(i.e. primaries and their descendants under a single copy of the maximal chiral algebra)
when we cut along a line joining two conformal boundaries. After an appropriate number
of such cuttings the correlation function G can be reduced to a collection of three types
of building blocks which are depicted in figure 1: the correlation function is decomposed
into the product of bulk three-point functions, bulk-to-boundary two-point functions and
boundary three-point functions. In the string theory language — where boundary operators
correspond to open-string vertex operators — the basic building blocks of amplitudes now
include the open-string three-point function and the closed-string to open-string amplitude
in addition to the closed-string three-point function.

Different ways of cutting will produce different collections of the elementary legos of
figure 1 for the correlation function G. One then encounters additional non-trivial sewing
constraints in the boundary case, which ensure the consistency of the CFT on such sur-
faces. As we recalled earlier in the case of compact Riemann surfaces one needs to impose
two distinct sewing constraints — namely sphere four-point crossing symmetry and mod-
ular covariance of the torus one-point functions — to ensure crossing symmetry for all
n-point functions on higher genus. It was further shown in [31, 62] that there are four
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additional necessary and sufficient basic sewing constraints that consistently define any
arbitrary CFT correlation function on a surface with open boundaries. These elementary
sewing constraints involve: (a) crossing symmetry of the boundary four-point function on
the disk (or, in other words, the associativity of the boundary OPE), (b) crossing sym-
metry of the bulk-to-boundary three-point function with two boundary operators and a
single bulk operator on the disk, (c) crossing symmetry of a different bulk-to-boundary
three-point function with two bulk operators and a single boundary operator on the disk,
and lastly (d) crossing symmetry of the boundary two-point function on the cylinder. We
will encounter two of these sewing constraints in our analysis (namely cases (a) and (d))
as well as consistency conditions on more involved Riemann surfaces with open bound-
aries to study universal asymptotic results for the bulk-to-boundary structure constants
and the boundary OPE coefficients. Our results therefore rely heavily on the pioneering
construction of [31, 62].

One important feature of every Riemann surface with open boundaries (or crosscaps) is
that it admits a two-fold cover that is compact and orientable (see e.g. [63]). Under the lift
to the covering surface, points in the bulk surface have two pre-images, while for boundary
points the lift is unique. In boundary CFT one can see that concretely at the level of
the symmetry: the Ward identities for n-point functions of operators in the bulk have the
same form as those for chiral conformal blocks in a bulk CFT with 2n insertions of chiral
vertex operators carrying conformal dimensions h1, ..., hn, h̄1, ..., h̄n. This fact sometimes
goes under the name “doubling trick”, and it was first observed in [15] (see also [64]). We
will implement this trick throughout this work, in a way that we will make precise in later
sections. In particular, as it was observed originally by Cardy [15], correlation functions in
BCFT have an expansion into a linear combination of the familiar holomorphic conformal
blocks which — together with their anti-holomorphic counterparts — are the building
blocks of the usual bulk CFT correlation functions which correspond to the compact cover
of the Riemann surface. One can then use known facts about conformal blocks, such as
their duality relations, to infer useful information about the CFT data from the sewing
constraints in BCFT. We will initiate an analytic study of this sort in the next subsection
with a basic example, before moving on to study more involved sewing constraints later.

3.2 Basic example: asymptotics from the cylinder one-point function

One important example of the sewing constraints that we discussed in the previous subsec-
tion is the open-closed duality of the one-point function on the annulus or the cylinder. In
particular we consider a single insertion of a boundary primary operator Ψbb

0 with confor-
mal dimension h0 (or Liouville momentum P0) on the cylinder with boundary conditions
a, b. Using the notation (3.1), we denote the correlation function as

G0,0;2,1(τ) = 〈Ψbb
0 〉cyl(ab) , τ ≡ iβ

2π , β ∈ R. (3.2)

From rotational invariance the amplitude depends only on the length of the cylinder β and
not on the location of the operator Ψbb

0 on the boundary b. We then get two equivalent
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expansions in conformal blocks, either in the open or in the closed sector as in figure 2:

G
(open)
0,0;2,1(τ) =

∑
Ψi∈Ha,bopen

C
(abb)i
i0 Fcyl-1-pt (P0;Pi|τ)

G
(closed)
0,0;2,1 (−1/τ) =

∑
Oi∈Hsc.closed

C
(a)
i1 C

(b)
i0 F

cyl-1-pt (P0;Pi| − 1/τ) .
(3.3)

The conformal data that enter in the open-sector expansion is a single factor of a boundary
structure constant C(abb)i

i0 = ∑
i′ C

(abb)
i0i′ gii

′

(ab) = C
(abb)
i0i (C(aba)1

ii ga)−1 indicating that a single
boundary three-point function “lego” is needed to construct the amplitude in this chan-
nel. On the other hand, in the closed-sector expansion we have an internal scalar bulk
operator Oi which contributes a factor of a bulk-to-boundary structure constant C(b)

i0 for
the boundary b, and a disk one-point function coefficient C(a)

i1 = Bia for the boundary a,
appropriately contracted in the bulk operator indices.17 Crucially, the two expansions are
related via

G
(closed)
0,0;2,1 (−1/τ) = (−iτ)h0 G

(open)
0,0;2,1(τ). (3.4)

This is the crossing symmetry equation for the cylinder one-point function. This relation
comes from the fact that the cylinder with one boundary puncture can arise from its twofold
cover which we can take it to be a torus one-point function for a bulk primary operator with
conformal dimensions h0 = h0. The cylinder one-point blocks Fcyl-1-pt are then naturally
just the holomorphic half of the usual torus one-point blocks and all the information on
the boundary conditions a, b is incorporated into the CFT data that multiply the blocks,
as in (3.3). Therefore, the blocks in the two channels of the cylinder one-point function are
related via a usual modular S transformation:

τh0Fcyl-1-pt (P0;P |τ) =
∫
dP ′

2 F
cyl-1-pt (P0;P ′| − 1/τ

)
SP ′P [P0] (3.5)

The explicit expression for the modular S kernel for c > 1 was obtained by Teschner
in [65] (see also [66, 67]). We reproduce the precise formula in appendix A.2. It is worth
emphasizing that equation (3.4) does not imply in any sense that the amplitude Gabcyl.[P0](τ)
is a holomorphic modular form of weight h0 as a function of τ . This is because — unlike in
the case of the torus one-point functions — equation (3.4) relates two different functions
of τ as it is clear from the expansions (3.3).

We next introduce the even distributions for the CFT data in the two channels:
ρ
(open)
ab (P ;P0) :=

∑
Ψi∈Ha,bopen

C
(abb)i
i0 [δ(P − Pi) + δ(P + Pi)]

ρ
(closed)
ab (P ;P0) :=

∑
Oi∈Hsc.closed

C
(a)
i1 C

(b)
i0 [δ(P − Pi) + δ(P + Pi)]

(3.6)

Using the transformation (3.5), we can write the crossing equation (3.4) as a transform
relating the two distributions

ρ
(open)
ab (P ′;P0) =

∫
dP

2 SP ′P [P0] ρ(closed)ab (P ;P0). (3.7)

17Note that upper or lower indices for bulk operators make no real difference because we have chosen a
canonical normalization for their two-point function on the sphere.
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a

b

Ψ0 =
∫ dP ′

2 SP ′P [P0] a

b

Ψ0

Figure 2. The open-closed duality of the cylinder one-point function with an external (boundary)
operator labelled by Ψ0. The blocks on the two channels are related with a holomorphic copy of
the modular kernel.

Equation (3.7) is the main result of this section: it encodes the open-closed duality of the
cylinder one-point functions and relates the boundary CFT data C(abb)i

i0 supported on the
boundary spectrum, with C

(a)
i1 C

(b)
i0 supported on the scalar bulk spectrum for irrational

theories with c > 1. The novel feature of this equation is encoded exactly in the non-trivial
form of the modular kernel SP ′P [P0].18

Before moving on to discussing implications of this relation we will consider first the
special case where the external operator is Ψbb

0 = 1, or h0 → 0 (P0 → iQ2 ). In that case we
obtain the more familiar cylinder partition function with boundary conditions a, b:

G0,0;2,0(τ) ≡ Zcyl(ab) , τ ≡ iβ

2π , β ∈ R. (3.9)

We then have the usual open-closed duality of the cylinder amplitude described by the
following expansions

Z
(open)
cyl(ab) (τ) =

∑
Ψi∈Ha,bopen

nabi χi(τ)

≡
∫
dP

2 ρ
(open)
ab (P ) χP (τ)

Z
(closed)
cyl(ab) (−1/τ) =

∑
Oi∈Hsc.closed

BiaBib χi(−1/τ)

≡
∫
dP

2 ρ
(closed)
ab (P ) χP (−1/τ)

(3.10)

where nabi ∈ Z>0 are the multiplicities of the boundary primary operators, and χP are the

18It is instructive to compare (3.7) with the analogous expression in the bulk case where we consider the
bootstrap condition of the torus one-point function [1, 35]. In that case, we have two copies of the modular
kernel (one for the holomorphic and one for the anti-holomorphic part) relating the spectral OPE density
(cf. equation (3.17) in [1]):

ρ[O0](P ′, P̄ ′) =
∫

dP

2
dP̄

2 SP ′P [P0]SP̄ ′P̄ [P̄0] ρ[O0](P, P̄ ), (3.8)

where ρ[O0](P, P̄ ) :=
∑

i
COiO0Oi [δ(P − Pi) + δ(P + Pi)] × [δ(P̄ − P̄i) + δ(P̄ + P̄i)] is the primary OPE

spectral density. Note that in (3.8) the distribution ρ[O0] is the same on both sides of the equation. This
is in contrast with the open-closed duality in (3.7) where the distributions are different on the two sides of
the equation, having different supports and in general different amplitudes.
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usual c > 1 characters of the Virasoro algebra:

χP (τ) = e2πiτP 2

η(τ) , i 6= 1

χ1(τ) = (1− e2πiτ )e−πiτQ2/2

η(τ) , τ = iβ

2π , β ∈ R.

(3.11)

Given the relation between the distributions in (3.7), the open-closed duality in the case
of the cylinder partition function becomes the following transform on the corresponding
densities

ρ
(open)
ab (P ′) =

∫
dP

2 SP ′P [1] ρ(closed)ab (P )

SP ′P [1] = 2
√

2 cos (4πPP ′)
(3.12)

where the modular kernel asymptotes to the usual Fourier kernel in the variable P in
the limit P0 → iQ2 , and relates the Virasoro characters (3.11) in dual channels (see ap-
pendix A.2). In particular, for the degenerate representation of the identity character we
get the more subtle expression [1, 46, 68]:

χ1(−1/τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞

dP

2 SP1[1] χP (τ) (3.13)

where
SP1[1] = 4

√
2 sinh (2πbP ) sinh (2πb−1P ) ≡ ρ0(P ). (3.14)

We can now reproduce the known Cardy formula for the boundary spectrum
ρ
(open)
ab (P ′) [15, 49, 69] by working purely in terms of the distributions and their rela-

tion (3.12), following the logic of [1, 46]; the density of states ρ(closed)ab (P ) is a sum of delta
functions for each scalar primary operator dimension, so we may write (3.12) schematically
as a sum over modular S-matrices with appropriate supports:

ρ
(open)
ab (P ) = gagb SP1[1] +

∑
sgap

BsaBsb SPPs [1]. (3.15)

The above equation should be taken with a grain of salt. The spectral density ρ(open)ab (P ) is
a sum of delta functions whereas the r.h.s. of (3.15) is a sum of smooth functions. As it was
explained thoroughly in [1, 46], the two sides make sense and converge only in the sense
of distributions, i.e. when integrated against some appropriate space of test functions. We
will return to this point shortly. We can now consider this sum in the limit of large P .
Assuming a scalar gap sgap in the bulk scalar spectrum, in this limit the relative importance
of the terms is determined by Pi. It is straightforward to show that

SPP ′ [1]
SP1[1] ∼

e−4πα′P α′ = Q
2 + iP ′ ∈ (0, Q2 )

2 cos(4πPP ′)e−2πQP P ′ ∈ R
as P →∞ (3.16)

Therefore, we find that the density of boundary states at large P asymptotically ap-
proaches:

ρ
(open)
ab (P ) ∼ e

1
2 (sa+sb)ρ0(P ) as P →∞, where ρ0(P ) = SP1[1] ∼

√
2e2πQP . (3.17)
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This is the familiar Cardy formula for the asymptotic density of boundary states in
BCFT2 [15, 49, 69], correct up to corrections exponential in

√
h coming from the dimension

of the lightest non-vacuum scalar primary state in the bulk. We also expressed the result
in terms of the corresponding boundary entropies via (2.17).

The most conservative statement is that (3.17) applies in an integrated sense: the
total number of states below a given (boundary) conformal dimension is asymptotic to
the integral of the boundary Cardy formula. Another possibility is that (3.17) would
hold even when integrated over a small window around some large dimension. That result
however would depend in general on the size of that window, something that the asymptotic
formula (3.17) does not make explicit at all. A careful analysis of this sort (for the case
of bulk asymptotic formulas) was performed recently in a series of nice papers [70–77]
implementing tools from the so-called Tauberian theory. It will be certainly interesting to
apply analogous Tauberian theory methods in the various boundary asymptotic formulas
that we obtain here, though we will not focus on that aspect in the present work.

Returning back to the general case of the cylinder one-point function, we would like
to follow similar logic and obtain an asymptotic result for the boundary OPE coefficients
via (3.7). It is straightforward to show that the microcanonical average of the diagonal
heavy-heavy-light boundary structure constant C(abb) takes the form

C
(abb)H
H0 ∼

(
C(a)1
χ C(b)0

χ C
(bbb)1
00

) SPHPχ [P0]
ρ0(PH) , PH →∞. (3.18)

This is the BCFT counterpart of the Kraus-Maloney analysis for the torus one-point func-
tion [35]. A few comments about this expression are in order. First, (3.18) is an asymp-
totic formula which is finite in the central charge and the expression is unambiguous of the
boundary operator normalisations, which in our notation is manifest from the fact that
the heavy operator indices are appropriately contracted as upper and lower indices in the
structure constant. The operator Oχ is the lightest non-trivial bulk scalar operator that
couples to Ψ0 on the boundary b, with fixed conformal dimension labelled by Pχ(= ±P̄χ).
To obtain the microcanonical average we divided with the boundary Cardy density (3.17)
for the heavy operator, namely ρab(PH) = e

1
2 (sa+sb)ρ0(PH), and we additionally used the

relations C(a)
χ1 = C

(a)1
χ ga, C(b)

χ0 = C
(b)0
χ C

(bbb)1
00 gb. We emphasize that each of the three fac-

tors in the parenthesis of (3.18) is order one in the boundary entropy. Finally, note that
the diagonal heavy-heavy-light boundary OPE coefficients are non-trivial only when the
boundary conditions are of the form (abb) (with either a 6= b or a = b). Put it differently,
the diagonal element for the structure constant C(abc)H

H0 for generic boundary conditions
(abc) is by definition zero.

The asymptotic formula (3.18) holds provided that Oχ is sufficiently light (Pχ lies in
the discrete regime in the sense of [37]) and that there exists a gap above this lightest
operator in the bulk scalar spectrum so that corrections due to the inversion of the contri-
butions of other operators in the original channel are indeed suppressed, as it was shown
explicitly in [1] (and we recall in appendix B.2). The large P asymptotics of this formula
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are straightforward to find by taking the large PH limit of the modular S kernel, namely

SPHPχ [P0]
ρ0(PH) ≈ e−4π(Q2 +iPχ)PHP h0

H . (3.19)

Ultimately, we would like to make a statement about the heavy-heavy-light limit of
the boundary three-point function coefficient which is a physically relevant quantity. Equa-
tion (3.18) captures the asymptotics of the structure constant, which is related with the
boundary three-point function coefficient via an appropriate contraction with the operator
metric. If we choose the normalization (2.22) for the boundary operators, we find the
following asymptotic formula:

C
(abb)
H0H ∼ e

1
4 (sa+sb)

(
C(a)1
χ C(b)0

χ

) SPHPχ [P0]
ρ0(PH) , PH →∞. (3.20)

This result captures the boundary three-point functions and is now of order es/2 in the
boundary entropy, though this fact depended highly on the choice of our normalisation. It
is only when we compare the relative size of two or more OPE coefficients (under the same
normalisation) that this expression might be of some interest. We will return to this point
in section 6.

4 Bulk-to-boundary OPE asymptotics

After discussing asymptotics from the open-closed duality on the cylinder we will now move
on to study crossing equations on slightly more involved Riemann surfaces with boundary
that will lead us to universal asymptotics for the bulk-to-boundary structure constants
C

(s)i
α . For that purpose we will examine the crossing equations for: i) bulk two-point

functions on the disk, and ii) the partition function on the torus with a hole. This study
will lead us to universal asymptotic formulas for light bulk-heavy boundary and heavy
bulk-heavy boundary structure constants respectively. We will see that these two distinct
asymptotics originate essentially from a single formula. We will also make some comments
at the end of the section for the — somewhat distinct — case of heavy bulk-light boundary
asymptotics.

4.1 Bulk two-point function on the disk: light-heavy

We start with the constraints coming from the two-point functions of bulk operators O1,O2
with conformal dimensions (h1, h̄1), (h2, h̄2) on the UHP or the disk with boundary condi-
tion labelled by a. We denote the correlation function following the notation (3.1) as:

G0,2;1,0(η) = 〈O1(z1, z̄1)O2(z2, z̄2)〉disk(a) . (4.1)

The correlation function depends only on the conformal cross-ratio η = (z1−z2)(z̄1−z̄2)
(z1−z̄2)(z̄1−z2) and

after grouping together several kinematic terms we can bring it to the general form:

G0,2;1,0(η) = (2Imz1)r−h1−h̄1(2Imz2)r−h2−h̄2 |z1 − z2|2(r−h1−h2)|z1 − z̄2|2(r−h1−h2)

(z̄2 − z̄1)h1−h̄1+h2−h̄2(z2 − z̄1)h1−h̄1−h2+h̄2Y (η),
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where r = 1
3(h1 + h̄1 + h2 + h̄2) and Y (η) is a function of the cross-ratio. We then get

two equivalent expansions of this function which we call “boundary OPE” channel when
η → 0, and “bulk OPE” channel when η → 1 [16, 31]:

Y (∂OPE)(η) =
∑

Ψi∈Ha,aopen

C
(a)i
1 C

(a)
2i F

[
P2 P̄1
P1 P̄2

]
(Pi|η)

≡
∫
dP

2 ρ
(∂OPE)
12 (P ) F

[
P2 P̄1
P1 P̄2

]
(P |η)

Y (bOPE)(1− η) =
∑

Oi∈Hsc.closed

C12iC
(a)
i1 F

[
P2 P1
P̄1 P̄2

]
(Pi|1− η)

≡
∫
dP

2 ρ
(bOPE)
12 (P ) F

[
P2 P1
P̄1 P̄2

]
(P |1− η),

(4.2)

and we introduced the even distributions for the CFT data:

ρ
(∂OPE)
12 (P ) :=

∑
Ψi∈Ha,aopen

C
(a)i
1 C

(a)
2i [δ(P − Pi) + δ(P + Pi)]

ρ
(bOPE)
12 (P ) :=

∑
Oi∈Hsc.closed

C12iC
(a)
i1 [δ(P − Pi) + δ(P + Pi)].

(4.3)

In the first line of (4.2) the sum runs over boundary primary operators Ψaa
i appearing in

the bulk-to-boundary OPE of O1 and O2, and C(a)i
1 , C

(a)
2i are the corresponding structure

constants (appropriately contracted in the boundary operator indices). The sum over Oi
on the third line runs over bulk scalar primaries appearing in the O1 ×O2 OPE with C12i
the corresponding bulk OPE coefficient, and C(a)

i1 = Bia is the corresponding disk one-point

function coefficient. Additionally, F
[
P2 P1
P1 P2

]
(P |η) (similarly for F

[
P2 P1
P1 P2

]
(P |1 − η) )

is the holomorphic S-channel (T-channel) sphere four-point Virasoro block with external
dimensions h1, h2, h̄1, h̄2.19

The equivalence between the two expansions in (4.2) leads to the sewing constraint:

Y (∂OPE)(η) = Y (bOPE)(1− η). (4.4)

In the original work [16, 31], the authors studied (4.4) in the case of minimal models and,
using the fusion matrices that relate different channel conformal blocks, they were able to
rewrite the sewing constraint as a constraint purely on the CFT data. We will now apply
the same logic here, except we will implement the power of the fusion kernel constructed by
Ponsot and Teschner [45, 78, 79] to make a statement about irrational CFTs with central
charge c > 1.

19The conformal blocks are normalized as F
[
P2 P1

P3 P4

]
(P |η) ∼ ηhp−h1−h2 as η → 0. Here we follow the

notation of [37] for the labelling of the external operators on the block.
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a

O0

O0

=
∫ dP

2 FPP ′

[
P0 P̄0
P0 P̄0

]
a

O0

O0

Figure 3. The bulk OPE channel (left) and boundary OPE channel (right) of a bulk two-point
function on the disk for identical bulk external operators. The corresponding conformal blocks are
related with a holomorphic copy of the fusion kernel.

The defining relation of the fusion kernel FPsPt

[
P2 P1
P3 P4

]
is

F
[
P2 P3
P1 P4

]
(Pt|1− z) =

∫
C

dPs
2 FPsPt

[
P2 P1
P3 P4

]
F
[
P2 P1
P3 P4

]
(Ps|z), z ∈ C− {0, 1}. (4.5)

The kernel expresses holomorphic Virasoro blocks on the T-channel as a linear combination
of S-channel blocks, and z ∈ C − {0, 1} is the usual sphere four-point cross-ratio. The

kernel FPsPt

[
P2 P1
P3 P4

]
is an explicit meromorphic function of Ps, Pt and the support C of

the integral depends on the external operator unitary dimensions: if Re (α1 + α2) > Q
2 the

contour C can be chosen to run along the whole real line R, whereas if α1 + α2 <
Q
2 (αi

necessarily real in the discrete regime) some poles of FPsPt may cross the contour C = R
and hence the integral acquires additional contributions from the residues of these poles.
We review in detail the properties of the kernel in appendix A.1.

For our purposes, we will consider the case of two identical external bulk operators O0
(see figure 3). In this case using the transformation (4.5) it is straightforward to re-write the
sewing constraint (4.4) as a transform relating the two corresponding distributions (4.3).
One finds

ρ
(∂OPE)
0 (P ) =

∫
dP ′

2 FPP ′

[
P0 P̄0
P0 P̄0

]
ρ
(bOPE)
0 (P ′) (4.6)

We see that for identical external operators the distribution ρ
(∂OPE)
0 (P ) =∑

Ψi∈Ha,aopen
C

(a)i
0 C

(a)
0i [δ(P − Pi) + δ(P + Pi)] captures the square of the bulk-to-boundary

structure constants. We can now repeat the logic of [1, 46] to derive an asymptotic formula
for this density; for a compact CFT the distribution ρ(bOPE)

0 (P ′) is a sum of delta functions
for each scalar primary operator dimension, so we may write (4.6) schematically as a sum
over fusion matrices with appropriate supports:

ρ
(∂OPE)
0 (P ) = ga FP1

[
P0 P̄0
P0 P̄0

]
+
∑
sgap

C00sC
(a)
s1 FPPs

[
P0 P̄0
P0 P̄0

]
. (4.7)

In the first term above we used the fact that C001 = 1 and C(a)
11 = C

(a)1
1 ga = ga. Now we

want to take the large P limit of this expression. Assuming a scalar gap sgap in the bulk
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scalar spectrum, it was shown in [1] (and we review in appendix B.1) that20

FPPs
FP1

≈

e−2παsP αs = Q
2 + iPs ∈ (0, Q2 )

e−πQP cos(2πPsP ) Ps ∈ R
as P →∞ (4.8)

Therefore, we find that the distribution of the boundary data at large P asymptotically
approaches:

ρ
(∂OPE)
0 (P ) ∼ ga FP1

[
P0 P̄0
P0 P̄0

]
= e

sa
2 FP1

[
P0 P̄0
P0 P̄0

]
, P →∞ (4.9)

Just as for the boundary Cardy formula explained in subsection 3.2, (4.9) should be in-
terpreted as a microcanonical statement about the asymptotic spectral density integrated
over a window of energies. We can translate the result to a microcanonical average of
bulk-to-boundary OPE coefficients squared, by dividing with the boundary Cardy for-
mula (3.17) for the dimension of the boundary operator Ψaa

i giving the asymptotic density
of boundary states ρ(open)aa (P ) ∼ esaρ0(P ) in the relevant limit. Furthermore, as elucidated
in [1, 37], the identity fusion kernel FP1 takes a particularly simple form which we review
in appendix A.1. We can write

FP1

[
P2 P1
P2 P1

]
= ρ0(P )C0(P1, P2, P ), (4.10)

where ρ0(P ) is the density of states appearing as the modular S-transform of the vac-
uum (3.14). The factor C0 was dubbed the “universal OPE density” in [1] and is a sym-
metric function under the exchange of all three of its arguments. It has a simple explicit
expression in terms of the special function Γb:

C0(P1, P2, P3) := 1√
2

Γb(2Q)
Γb(Q)3

∏
±±± Γb

(
Q
2 ± iP1 ± iP2 ± iP3

)
∏3
k=1 Γb(Q+ 2iPk)Γb(Q− 2iPk)

. (4.11)

The ∏ in the numerator denotes the product of the eight combinations related by the
reflections Pk → −Pk. The function Γb is a ‘double’ gamma function, which is meromorphic,
with no zeros, and with poles at argument −mb − nb−1 for nonnegative integers m,n
(similarly to the usual gamma function, which has poles at nonpositive integers).

The microcanonical average of the bulk-to-boundary coefficients squared is therefore
captured by C0 accompanied by a universal factor exponential in the boundary entropy:

∣∣∣C(a)i
0

∣∣∣2 ∼ e−sa/2 C0
(
P0, P̄0, Pi

)
, Pi →∞. (4.12)

This result is valid at finite central charge and finite boundary entropy for any fixed bulk
operator O0, averaging over operators Ψaa

i in a large (boundary) dimension limit. The
asymptotic form of C0 in the limit where one of its arguments is large was first computed

20This result is accurate up to a factor independent of Ps (see equation (B.3)).
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in [37] and in our set up reads

C0(P0, P̄0, Pi) ∼ 2−4P 2
i e−πQPiP

4(h0+h̄0)− 3Q2+1
2

i

2
Q2−2

6 Γ0(b)6Γb(2Q)
Γb(Q)3Γb(Q+ 2iP0)Γb(Q− 2iP0)Γb(Q+ 2iP̄0)Γb(Q− 2iP̄0)

,

(4.13)

where Γ0(b) is a special function that appears in the large-argument asymptotics of Γb (see
equation (B.2)).

We emphasize here that by “square” of the structure constants we mean
∣∣∣C(a)i

0

∣∣∣2 ≡
C

(a)i
0 C

(a)
0i = ∑

i′ g
i′i
(aa)C

(a)
0i′ C

(a)
0i . Hence, the expression (4.12) holds for any choice of the

operator metric g defined in (2.20). If we explicitly choose the normalization (2.22), we
can write an asymptotic formula for the bulk-to-boundary two-point functions (i.e. the
structure constants with all indices lowered) which in this case gives:

∣∣∣C(a)
0i

∣∣∣2 ∼ C0
(
P0, P̄0, Pi

)
, Pi →∞. (4.14)

Therefore in this special normalisation the dependence on the boundary entropy completely
disappears and the asymptotic formula for the bulk-to-boundary two-point functions only
depends on the bulk central charge and the dimensions of the bulk operator O0 through
the universal OPE coefficient C0. Somewhat remarkably, we will discover next that under
the normalisation (2.22) all the different heavy limits of the bulk-to-boundary two-point
functions as well as all the different heavy limits of the boundary three-point functions will
be governed by a single factor of C0, exactly as in (4.14).

4.2 Torus with a hole: heavy-heavy

We will next consider the partition function on a torus with an open conformal boundary
labelled by a. This surface can be thought of as arising from the previously considered
bulk two-point function on the disk where we “glue” together (i.e. identify and sum over a
complete set of) the bulk operators. We will establish the sewing constraint on this surface
which will then allow us to derive an asymptotic formula for bulk-to-boundary structure
constants in the heavy-heavy limit.

We denote the partition function on the torus with a hole as G1,0;1,0, following (3.1).
This correlation function depends in general on three real moduli parameters which we will
call collectively {βi}, i = 1, 2, 3. As we will see, the exact dependence on this moduli will
not be relevant for our discussion on the asymptotic formulas since we will only care about
the crossing moves that relate different “cuttings” of the surface.
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a =
∫ dP1

2
dP̄1

2 SP1P ′1
[P ′2]SP̄1P̄ ′1

[P ′2] a

=
∫ dP1

2
dP̄1

2
dP2

2 SP1P ′1
[P ′2]SP̄1P̄ ′1

[P ′2]FP2P ′2

[
P1 P̄1
P1 P̄1

]
a

Figure 4. The decomposition of the“ tadpole” channel conformal block in terms of “OC-loop”
channel conformal blocks for the genus-one surface with a conformal boundary labelled by a: first
we interchange cycles on the torus with an S-transformation, and then we change to the dual channel
of the resulting disk two-point function (of identical bulk operators, suitably summed over) with a
holomorphic fusion transformation.

The partition function admits the following two equivalent decompositions:

G
(OC-loop)
1,0;1,0 (βi) =

∑
O0∈Hclosed

∑
Ψi∈Ha,aopen

C
(a)i
0 C

(a)
0i F

(OC-loop)(P0, P̄0;Pi|βi)

≡
∫
dP0
2
dP̄0
2
dP

2 ρ(OC-loop)(P0, P̄0;P ) F (OC-loop)(P0, P̄0;P |βi)

G
(tadpole)
1,0;1,0 (β̃i) =

∑
O′0∈Hclosed

∑
O′i∈H

sc.
closed

C0′0′i′C
(a)
i′1 F

(tadpole)(P ′0, P̄ ′0, P ′i |β̃i)

≡
∫
dP ′0
2
dP̄ ′0
2
dP ′

2 ρ(tadpole)(P ′0, P̄ ′0, P ′)F (tadpole)(P ′0, P̄ ′0, P ′|β̃i) (4.15)

In the first line, we called “OC-loop” (open-closed loop) channel the decomposition where
we construct the surface out of two bulk-to-boundary legos as in the bottom right picture of
figure 4. The expansion involves a summation on both boundary (labelled by the Liouville
momentum Pi) and bulk primary operators (labelled by the Liouville momenta (P0, P̄0))
and we denoted the corresponding conformal blocks as F (OC-loop). In analogous sense, in
the so-called “tadpole” channel we construct the surface out of one bulk OPE lego and one
bulk-to-boundary lego as in the top left picture of figure 4. The expansion now involves a
summation over purely bulk spectra where one of the two summations should necessarily
be on the scalar sector Hsc.closed (because of the factor C(a)

i′1 = Bi′a ). We again denote formally
the corresponding conformal blocks in this channel as F (tadpole) which depend in principle
on different moduli parametrized as {β̃i}. The second and fourth lines in (4.15) define the
“OC-loop” and “tadpole” spectral densities ρ(OC-loop), ρ(tadpole) for the BCFT data.

Proceeding with the same logic as before, we will consider the crossing kernel that
decomposes the tadpole channel conformal block in terms of OC-loop channel conformal
blocks. This sewing procedure is illustrated in figure 4, from which we see that one first gets
a factor of the torus one-point kernel (along with its anti-holomorphic counterpart) since we
interchange between equivalent cycles on the torus,21 and secondly we get a holomorphic

21Note that the holomorphic part SP1P ′
1
[P ′2] and the anti-holomorphic part SP̄1P̄ ′

1
[P ′2] of the torus kernel

contribution in the total kernel have the same “external” momentum P ′2. This is because the operator
corresponding to P ′2 is necessarily scalar since it fuses to the boundary.
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copy of the sphere four-point kernel since at this stage we essentially decompose a disk
two-point function for identical bulk external operators as we did in subsection 4.1. The
total kernel that relates the corresponding spectral densities reads

K(open torus)
P1,P̄1,P2;P ′1,P̄ ′1,P ′2

:=SP̄1P̄ ′1
[P ′2]SP1P ′1

[P ′2]FP2P ′2

[
P1 P̄1
P1 P̄1

]

ρ(OC-loop)(P1, P̄1;P2) =
∫
dP ′1
2
dP̄ ′1
2
dP ′2
2 K(open torus)

P1,P̄1,P2;P ′1,P̄ ′1,P ′2
ρ(tadpole)(P ′1, P̄ ′1, P ′2)

(4.16)

In an appropriate kinematic limit the BCFT data on the tadpole channel will be dominated
by the bulk identity operator propagating in both internal circles on the top left picture of
figure 4. Assuming a gap in the dimension above the identity operator in the bulk, in the
limit P1, P̄1, P2 →∞ the spectral density ρ(OC-loop)(P1, P̄1, P2) will be approximated by

ρ(OC-loop)(P1, P̄1;P2) ∼ ga K(open torus)
P1,P̄1,P2;1,1,1, P1, P̄1, P2 →∞

K(open torus)
P1,P̄1,P2;1,1,1 = ρ0(P̄1)ρ0(P1)FP21

[
P1 P̄1
P1 P̄1

]
= ρ0(P̄1)ρ0(P1)ρ0(P2)C0(P1, P̄1, P2).

(4.17)
Corrections to this identity contribution due to the exchange of non-vacuum bulk primaries
in the tadpole channel are actually exponentially suppressed when we only take P1, P2 to
be large with P̄1 fixed (or equivalently if we take P̄1, P2 → ∞ with P1 fixed). If we

define KP1P2;P ′1P ′2 [P̄1] := SP1P ′1
[P ′2]FP2P ′2

[
P1 P̄1
P1 P̄1

]
, then the kernel in (4.16) can be written

as K(open torus) = SP̄1P̄ ′1
[P ′2] × KP1P2;P ′1P ′2 [P̄1]. In [1] the following result was shown, which

we also review in appendix B.1:

KP1P2;P ′1P ′2 [P̄1]
KP1P2;11[P̄1]

≈ e−2πα′1P1 (4.18)

in the limit P1, P2 → ∞, with either the ratio or difference of P1 and P2 held fixed.
Therefore this result immediately shows that the asymptotic formula (4.17) is also valid in
a ‘large spin’ regime for the bulk operator where e.g. we fix P̄1 and we take P1 → ∞. In
this limit the relative suppression (4.18) of non-vacuum contributions is controlled by P1
only, so we require the additional assumption of a twist gap in this case.22

Therefore, the kernel KP1,P̄1,P2;1,1,1 encodes an asymptotic formula for bulk-to-boundary
structure constants in the somewhat unusual regime of heavy bulk-heavy boundary, aver-
aged over both heavy bulk and heavy boundary dimensions. Dividing by the corresponding
bulk Cardy formula ρ0(P̄1)ρ0(P1) for the heavy bulk operator, and the boundary Cardy
formula esaρ0(P2) for the boundary operator we arrive at the microcanonical averaged
asymptotic result:

∣∣∣C(a)2
1

∣∣∣2 ∼ e−sa/2 C0
(
P1, P̄1, P2

)
, P1, P̄1, P2 →∞. (4.19)

22The twist of a (primary) state is defined as t = 2min(h, h̄).
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s s

Ψi Ψi

s s

Ψi Ψi

Figure 5. The “boundary necklace” channel (left) and the “boundary bagel” channel (right) of the
cylinder two-point function with identical boundary operators and identical boundary conditions
on each boundary.

The square of the structure constants is defined again as
(
C

(a)2
1

)2
≡ C

(a)2
1 C

(a)
12 =∑

2′ g
2′2
(aa)C

(a)
12′C

(a)
12 . We emphasize that in the presence of a nonzero twist gap in the bulk

spectrum the above asymptotic formula also holds in the large spin regime where only
P1, P2 or P̄1, P2 are taken to be heavy. Once again, the asymptotics of C0 universally
governs the asymptotics of bulk-to-boundary structure constants, this time in the heavy
bulk-heavy boundary regime. We find the same asymptotic formula (with the same bound-
ary entropy factor) as in the case of light bulk-heavy boundary limit (4.12). As before,
we can make a statement about the bulk-to-boundary two-point functions by lowering the
indices in the corresponding structure constants. In our special normalization (2.22) we
find again that the boundary entropy factor drops out and we get the simple formula:∣∣∣C(a)

12

∣∣∣2 ∼ C0
(
P1, P̄1, P2

)
, P1, P̄1, P2 →∞. (4.20)

which is again the same as the expression (4.14) in the light bulk-heavy boundary limit.
There are various ways to study the limit of large arguments of C0 that is relevant

in the present case. These limits were discussed extensively in [1] and we will not repeat
them here. We refer the reader to that paper for the corresponding expressions.

4.3 Cylinder two-point function: heavy-light

We will conclude the discussion on the asymptotics of bulk-to-boundary structure constants
by examining the remaining case of the heavy bulk-light boundary limit. For that purpose
it is easy to see that the relevant Riemann surface which will give us the desired asymp-
totics is the cylinder two-point function with two identical external (boundary) primary
operators and identical boundary conditions on each boundary (see figure 5). We denote
the amplitude as

G0,0;2,2(β, θ) = 〈Ψss
i Ψss

i 〉cyl(ss) , β ∈ R, θ ∈ [0, π]. (4.21)

The moduli of the surface consists of two real parameters which is the length of the cylinder
β and the relative angle θ of the insertions of the two operators on the boundary circles.
As we mentioned in section 3, according to [31, 62] the sewing constraint on this amplitude
is one of the four basic sewing constraints that are necessary and sufficient to ensure
consistency of BCFT correlation functions in any Riemann surface with open boundaries.
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Nonetheless, this correlation function is not so well studied in the literature23 and, as we
will see shortly, the construction of a crossing kernel that implements the sewing constraint
of the correlation function is not going to be straightforward as in the previous cases.

We will consider two equivalent constructions of the cylinder two-point function as
follows:

G
(∂necklace)
0,0;2,2 (β, θ) =

∑
Oα∈Hclosed

C
(s)
αi C

(s)
αi F

(∂necklace)(Pα, P̄α;Pi|β, θ)

≡
∫
dP

2
dP̄

2 ρ(∂necklace)(P, P̄ ;Pi)F (∂necklace)(P, P̄ ;Pi|β, θ)

G
(∂bagel)
0,0;2,2 (β̃, θ̃) =

∑
Ψj ,Ψk∈Hs,sopen

C
(sss)
ijk C

(sss)kj
i F (∂bagel)(Pj , Pk;Pi|β̃, θ̃)

≡
∫
dP1
2
dP2
2 ρ(∂bagel)(P1, P2;Pi)F (∂bagel)(P1, P2;Pi|β̃, θ̃) (4.22)

In the so-called “boundary necklace” channel we construct the surface out of two bulk-to-
boundary legos summed over the bulk primary operators, as in the left of figure 5. We
denoted the corresponding conformal blocks as F (∂necklace) and, as before, it will not be
important for us to know their precise form but only their crossing transformations. In the
“boundary bagel” channel we are sewing the surface out of two boundary OPE coefficients,
as in the right of figure 5, and the corresponding conformal blocks are dubbed F (∂bagel).
The spectral densities of the BCFT data ρ(∂necklace), ρ(∂bagel) are defined in the second and
forth lines of (4.22).

We would like to find a crossing kernel that expresses conformal blocks in the boundary
bagel channel as a linear combination of conformal blocks in the boundary necklace channel
for the particular case of identical external boundary operators Ψi (labelled by the Liouville
momentum Pi) and identical boundary conditions (labelled here by s) at the two ends of the
cylinder. Such kernel will then allow us to relate the spectral densities ρ(∂necklace), ρ(∂bagel)

exactly as we did in the previous sections. However we do not manage to find an obvious
crossing kernel that relates the blocks by implementing the crossing moves that we have
understood so far. In appendix C we argue that one can actually implement the “doubling
trick” and lift to the compact covering surface (which is a torus with two punctures) which
then allows us to guess the form of the crossing kernel from the conformal blocks of the
compact case.24 We propose that the crossing kernel in this case takes the following slightly
complicated form:

K(cyl–2pt)
PP̄ ;P ′P̄ ′ [Pi] :=

∫
dP̃

2 F−1
P̃ P̄ ′

[
P ′ Pi
P ′ Pi

]
SPP ′ [P̃ ]FP̄ P̃

[
P Pi
P Pi

]
,

ρ(∂necklace)(P, P̄ ;Pi) =
∫
dP ′

2
dP̄ ′

2 K(cyl–2pt)
PP̄ ;P ′P̄ ′ [Pi] ρ

(∂bagel)(P ′, P̄ ′;Pi).
(4.23)

23See appendix B of [80] for a discussion on the crossing relations of the cylinder two-point function in
the case of Liouville theory.

24The imaginative names “necklace” and “bagel” that we dubbed the two distinct channels are somewhat
motivated from the compact covering case as we will see in appendix C.
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As we will see in appendix C this kernel passes some nontrivial consistency checks which
makes us believe that it gives the correct formula (for the particular case of identical ex-
ternal boundary operators and identical boundary conditions), even though we did not
manage to prove it rigorously. Interestingly, the kernel involves an integral which is com-
posed by both the fusion and modular kernel as well as the inverse of the fusion kernel. In
the boundary bagel channel the leading contribution in the BCFT data does not come from
Ψj = Ψk = 1 this time, since the boundary OPE coefficient C(sss)

i11 is zero (for non-trivial
external operator Ψi). It is reasonable to expect that the leading nontrivial contribution
is when either one of the internal operators is itself equal to Ψi and the other internal
operator is the identity. We take Ψj = 1 and Ψk = Ψi. In this case the contribution of the
kernel gives

K(cyl–2pt)
PP̄ ;1Pi

[Pi] =
∫
dP̃

2 F−1
P̃Pi

[
1 Pi
1 Pi

]
SP1[P̃ ]FP̄ P̃

[
P Pi
P Pi

]

= SP1[1]FP̄1

[
P Pi
P Pi

]
= ρ0(P )ρ0(P̄ )C0(P, P̄ , Pi)

(4.24)

where we used the fact that F−1
P̃Pi

[
1 Pi
1 Pi

]
should by definition localize the integral over P̃ on

the identity contribution.25 As in the previous sections, we can write (4.23) schematically
with the rest of the contributions in the bagel channel as

ρ(∂necklace)(P, P̄ ;Pi) =
(
g

(ss)
ii g−1

s

)
K(cyl–2pt)
PP̄ ;1Pi

[Pi] +
∑
j,k

(
C

(sss)
ijk C

(sss)kj
i

)
K(cyl–2pt)
PP̄ ;PjPk

[Pi] (4.26)

Notice that there is a nontrivial prefactor multiplying the kernel in the first term, since

C
(sss)
i1i C

(sss)i1
i = C

(sss)i
i1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

g
(ss)
ii C

(sss)i
i1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

(
g

(ss)
11

)−1
= g

(ss)
ii g−1

s . (4.27)

We now want to study the sum (4.26) in the large P and/or P̄ limit when we keep Pi fixed.
This will give us the heavy bulk-light boundary limit of the structure constants squared in
the spectral density ρ(∂necklace) which is what we are after. For that purpose we need first
to assume the existence of a gap in the boundary spectrum, and second, to ensure that the

25Note this is a highly nontrivial statement to prove starting from the analytic expression of the fusion
kernel (A.2) after taking the limit where two of the external operators are the identity operator. Nevertheless
we expect such statement to be true from the very definition of the two-point functions on the sphere.

Rigorously what one should show for FPsPt

[
P2 P1

P3 P4

]
is that in the continuous limit where two of the

external operator dimensions go to the identity, say P2 = P3 → iQ2 with P1 = P4 ≡ P fixed, then the limit
Pt → P should yield

lim
Pt→P

FPsPt

[
iQ
2 P
iQ
2 P

]
= δ

(
Ps − i

b+ b−1

2

)
− δ
(
Ps − i

b−1 − b
2

)
+ (Ps ↔ −Ps) ≡ ρ1(Ps). (4.25)

The expression on the r.h.s. captures properly the fact that the identity module has an additional negative
contribution that subtracts the null state at level one.
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first contribution in (4.26) is dominant in this limit compared to the contributions coming
from other boundary operators. Due to the complicated form of the crossing kernel (4.23)
however we were not able to establish such a suppression in the limit P, P̄ → ∞. If we
assume for a moment that this is indeed the case, the boundary necklace spectral density
would be approximated by

ρ(∂necklace)(P, P̄ ;Pi) ∼
(
g

(ss)
ii g−1

s

)
K(cyl–2pt)
PP̄ ;1Pi

[Pi]

=
(
g

(ss)
ii g−1

s

)
ρ0(P )ρ0(P̄ )C0(P, P̄ , Pi), P, P̄ →∞.

(4.28)

We can actually eliminate the factor of the operator metric g
(ss)
ii in (4.28) by rewriting the

definition of the spectral density on the necklace channel as

ρ(∂necklace)(P, P̄ ;Pi) :=
∑

Oα∈Hclosed

C
(s)
αi C

(s)
αi [δ(P − Pα) + δ(P + Pα)]

= g
(ss)
ii

∑
Oα∈Hclosed

C
(s)
αi C

(s)i
α [δ(P − Pα) + δ(P + Pα)] .

(4.29)

Therefore, if we divide by the bulk Cardy formula ρ0(P )ρ0(P̄ ) for the heavy bulk oper-
ator propagating in the boundary necklace channel, we arrive at a universal asymptotic
result for the microcanonical average of the square of bulk-to-boundary structure constants(
C

(s)i
α

)2
≡ C(s)i

α C
(s)
αi in the heavy bulk-light boundary limit:

∣∣∣C(s)i
α

∣∣∣2 ∼ e−ss/2 C0
(
Pα, P̄α, Pi

)
, Pα, P̄α →∞. (4.30)

Remarkably, the result is described again by the same universal factor of C0 and the
same exponential factor in the boundary entropy with the other two distinct asymptotic
regimes of light bulk-heavy boundary and heavy bulk-heavy boundary that we considered
in the previous sections. We should however bare in mind that this last result is on less
rigorous footing compared to the previous sections, since we did not manage to establish
properly any suppression from contributions of other nontrivial boundary operators in
this asymptotic limit, mainly due to the complicated formula of the crossing kernel. It is
definitely a worthy goal to study further this construction and establish the validity of the
result (4.30) in a more rigorous way.

5 Boundary OPE asymptotics

We will now discuss crossing equations of three particular correlation functions on Riemann
surfaces with boundaries, namely: i) the four-point function of boundary operators on the
disk, ii) the two-point function on the cylinder with boundary operators inserted on a single
boundary, and iii) the partition function on the sphere with three holes. This study will
lead us to universal asymptotic formulae for the boundary structure constants C(abc)k

ij for
generic boundary conditions a, b, c when one or more of the boundary operators are taken
to be heavy compared to the central charge or the corresponding boundary entropies. We
will again find a single universal formula governing the three distinct heavy regimes.
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a

c

bb

Ψ1 Ψ1

Ψ2Ψ2

=
∫ dP

2 FPP ′

[
P2 P1
P2 P1

] a

c

bb

Ψ1 Ψ1

Ψ2Ψ2

Figure 6. The boundary T-channel (left) and boundary S-channel (right) decomposition of a
boundary four-point function in the case where two (out of the total of four) boundary conditions
are identical and pairwise-identical boundary operators. The two channels are related with a holo-
morphic copy of the fusion kernel.

5.1 Boundary four-point function on the disk: heavy-light-light

We first examine the case of four-point functions on the disk. The most general configura-
tion involves the array of four boundary operators with mutually adjusted boundary labels
and arbitrary scaling dimensions hi, i = 1, · · · 4. Boundary Virasoro symmetry fixes the
form of the four-point function up to a function of the boundary cross-ratio [31]:

G0,0;1,4(η) := 〈Ψab
1 (x1)Ψbc

2 (x2)Ψcd
3 (x3)Ψda

4 (x4)〉 =
∏
i<j

(xi − xj)r−hi−hj G(η), (5.1)

with x1 < x2 < x3 < x4, r ≡ 1
3
∑4
i=1 hi and the cross-ratio is η = (x1−x2)(x3−x4)

(x1−x3)(x2−x4) .
The function G(η) can be computed in two equivalent ways: one can either take the

boundary OPE limit between 1,2 and 3,4 with η → 0, or the boundary OPE limit between
4,1 and 2,3 with η → 1. We then get the following expansions

G(η) =
∑

Ψi∈Ha,copen

C
(abc)i
12 C

(cda)
34i F

[
P2 P1
P3 P4

]
(Pi|η)

≡
∫
dP

2 ρ
(a,c)
12,34(P ) F

[
P2 P1
P3 P4

]
(P |η)

G(1− η) =
∑

Ψi∈Hd,bopen

C
(dab)i
41 C

(bcd)
23i F

[
P2 P3
P1 P4

]
(Pi|1− η)

≡
∫
dP

2 ρ̃
(d,b)
41,23(P ) F

[
P2 P3
P1 P4

]
(P |1− η),

(5.2)

where F
[
P2 P1
P3 P4

]
(P |z), F

[
P2 P3
P1 P4

]
(P |1− z) are the holomorphic S-channel and T -channel

sphere four-point Virasoro blocks, and we defined the distributions:

ρ
(a,c)
12,34(P ) :=

∑
Ψk∈Ha,copen

C
(abc)k
12 C

(cda)
34k [δ(P − Pk) + δ(P + Pk)]

ρ̃
(d,b)
41,23(P ) :=

∑
Ψk∈Hd,bopen

C
(dab)k
41 C

(bcd)
23k [δ(P − Pk) + δ(P + Pk)] .

(5.3)

We refer to these two expansions of G(η) as the boundary S and T channels respectively.
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The associativity of the boundary OPE implies that the two decompositions in (5.2) are
equal. Using the fusion transformation of the sphere four-point blocks (4.5), we can express
the crossing symmetry constraint as a transform relating the spectral densities (5.3):

ρ
(a,c)
12,34(P ) =

∫
dP ′

2 ρ̃
(d,b)
41,23(P ′) FPP ′

[
P2 P1
P3 P4

]
(5.4)

This is a highly non-trivial constraint on the boundary spectrum and OPE coefficients for
a consistent BCFT2. This relation has been discussed before in the literature mostly in
the cases of Minimal Models or RCFTs where FPP ′ is a known finite dimensional matrix
relating a finite number of conformal blocks. The new ingredient here is the fact that we
can extend this to the case of generic irrational BCFTs, where FPP ′ is the Ponsot-Teschner
crossing kernel [78, 79].

It will be intructive to compare the above expression of boundary crossing symmetry
with the usual crossing symmetry of bulk four-point functions on the sphere. First, we
note that (5.4) relates spectra on the Hilbert space Hd,bopen with spectra on Ha,copen. These
two Hilbert spaces contain different states and hence equation (5.4) implies that the fusion
matrix provides a non-trivial link between them. In our notation, this is reflected on the
fact that the arguments P, P ′ of the fusion kernel are Liouville momenta with support on
Ha,copen and Hd,bopen respectively. Therefore, equation (5.4) contains some highly non-trivial
information about the structure of boundary conditions in an irrational CFT given the fact
that the Ponsot-Teschner crossing kernel has an explicit analytic structure in P, P ′. This
point definitely deserves some further exploration. In the bulk case, the analogous relation
between bulk OPE in the S and T channels (see e.g. [1, 37]) relates again spectra with dif-
ferent supports (the S-channel OPE density is in general different from the T-channel one)
but now these are states on the closed Hilbert space on a circle. Another comment worth
emphasizing here is that in (5.4) a single copy of the crossing kernel (i.e. its holomorphic
half) relates quadratic expressions in the (boundary) OPE coefficients on the two channels,
whereas in the case of sphere four-point crossing we have the product of holomorphic and
anti-holomorphic parts of the fusion kernel that relates quadratic expressions in the (bulk)
OPE coefficients.

We will now be interested in the fusion transform of the boundary vacuum in (5.4).
This can only appear in the case where two of the boundary conditions, either a, c or d, b,
are identical and in addition the operators are identical in pairs, namely Ψ1 = Ψ2,Ψ3 = Ψ4
or Ψ1 = Ψ4,Ψ2 = Ψ3 for the cases a = d or d = b respectively. We will consider the case
d = b in what follows, see figure 6.

Crucially, with this particular configuration we get a squared OPE density in the
boundary S-channel as follows:

ρ
(a,c)
12,21(P ) :=

∑
Ψk∈Ha,copen

C
(abc)k
12 C

(cba)
21k [δ(P − Pk) + δ(P + Pk)]

=g
(ab)
11 g

(bc)
22

∑
Ψk∈Ha,copen

C
(abc)k
12 C

(cba)21
k [δ(P − Pk) + δ(P + Pk)]

(5.5)
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where in the second line we pulled out some appropriate factors of the boundary operator
metric in order to have fully contracted structure constants inside the sum. As we will see
later this will cancel some analogous factors in the T-channel density.

In the T-channel the OPE data of the vacuum simplifies to

ρ̃
(b,b)
11,22(1) = C

(bab)1
11 C

(bcb)
221 = g−1

b g
(ab)
11 g

(bc)
22 (5.6)

Repeating our arguments from earlier, and assuming a gap on the spectrum in the boundary
T-channel, we obtain an asymptotic result for the boundary S-channel spectral density
via (5.4) that reads

ρ
(a,c)
12,21(P ) ∼

(
g−1
b g

(ab)
11 g

(bc)
22

)
FP1

[
P2 P1
P2 P1

]
, P →∞. (5.7)

The non-vacuum kernels with boundary T-channel dimension ht > 0 will be exponentially
suppressed in the limit P →∞ due to the key result we discussed in (5.8), and we repeat
here for convenience:

FPPt
FP1

≈

e−2παtP αt = Q
2 + iPt ∈ (0, Q2 )

e−πQP cos(2πPtP ) Pt ∈ R
as P →∞ (5.8)

We can now translate our asymptotic expression (5.7) to a microcanonical average of
OPE coefficients by dividing with the asymptotic Cardy formula (3.17) for states in the
Ha,copen Hilbert space, namely e

1
2 (sa+sc) ρ0(P ). Writing the identity fusion kernel in the

form (4.10) of the universal density ρ0(P ) times C0(P1, P2, P ), and cancelling the common
factors in front of (5.5) and (5.7), we find that the microcanonical average of the OPE
coefficients is given by:∣∣∣C(abc)P

12

∣∣∣2 ∼ e− 1
2 (sa+sb+sc)C0(P1, P2, P ), P →∞. (5.9)

We emphasize that by the “square” we really mean
∣∣∣C(abc)P

12

∣∣∣2 ≡ C
(abc)P
12 C

(cba)21
P , i.e. the

fully contracted quantity in the operator indices. This result is valid for any two fixed
operators Ψ1,Ψ2, averaging over operators ΨP in the large boundary dimension limit.
Interestingly, the result is nice and symmetric under the exchange of the three boundary
entropies as well as in the Liouville momenta Pi, i = 1, 2, 3 (due to the symmetry of C0).

If we explicitly choose the normalization (2.22) for the boundary operators, we can
write an asymptotic formula for the boundary three-point functions squared (i.e. the struc-
ture constants with all indices lowered) which in this case gives:∣∣∣C(abc)

12P

∣∣∣2 ∼ C0(P1, P2, P ), P →∞. (5.10)

where
∣∣∣C(abc)

12P

∣∣∣2 ≡ C(abc)
12P C

(cba)
P21 . We see that the dependence on the boundary entropy com-

pletely drops out in this normalization, and remarkably it seems to be equal asymptotically
with the analogous formulas for the bulk-to-boundary two-point functions (i.e. the bulk-
to-boundary structure constants with, again, all indices lowered) that we obtained in the
previous sections.
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a
c

b
Ψ0

Ψ0

=
∫ dP1

2 SP1P ′1
[P ′2] a

c

b
Ψ0

Ψ0

=
∫ dP1

2
dP2

2 SP1P ′1
[P ′2]FP2P ′2

[
P1 P0
P1 P0

]
a

c

b
Ψ0

Ψ0

Figure 7. The sequence of moves expressing the boundary OPE channel of the cylinder two-point
block in terms of the boundary necklace channel block: a holomorphic modular kernel, followed by
a holomorphic fusion kernel.

5.2 Cylinder two-point function: heavy-heavy-light

We next turn to the case of the cylinder two-point function where we now place two
boundary operators on a single boundary of the cylinder. The general amplitude takes the
form

G0,0;2,2(q) := 〈Ψab
1 Ψba

2 〉cyl(ac) (5.11)

where q is a collective label for the moduli of the surface which we won’t need to make
explicit for our purposes.26 We can think of this correlation function as starting from the
cylinder with boundary conditions a, c at its two ends, and insert two boundary changing
operators Ψab

1 ,Ψba
2 on the boundary a. The boundary condition b is in general different

from a. If b = a, we could choose Ψ1,2 = 1 and then the amplitude reduces to the usual
cylinder partition function with boundary conditions a, c.

The amplitude (5.11) has in general a nontrivial expansion in terms of conformal blocks.
Nonetheless we will only be interested in the crossing moves that relate different dissections
of the amplitude. In particular we will next focus on the case where Ψ1 = Ψ2 ≡ Ψ0.

There are two obvious and qualitatively distinct ways we can decompose such a corre-
lation function into conformal blocks, see figure 7. We call “boundary OPE” channel the
decomposition where we first take the boundary OPE between the two identical external
operators Ψ0 and insert a complete set of states in Hb,bopen. We then study a one-point
function on the cylinder (i.e. a single insertion of a boundary operator on one side of the
cylinder) and quantize along a circle in the closed Hilbert space (top left of figure 7). On
the other hand, we call “boundary necklace” channel the decomposition where we just
quantize along Ha,copen and Hc,bopen, namely along the blue lines going from one boundary of
the cylinder to the other, as in bottom right picture of figure 7.

26As we saw in section 4.3 the moduli q consists of two real parameters: the length β of the cylinder, and
the relative angle θ between the insertions of the two external operators.
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We therefore have the two equivalent expansions:

G
(∂N)
0,0;2,2(q) =

∑
Ψ1∈Hb,copen

∑
Ψ2∈Ha,copen

C
(abc)
012 C

(cba)21
0 F (∂N)[P0] (P1, P2|q)

≡
∫
dP1
2
dP2
2 ρ(∂N)(P1, P2) F (∂N)[P0] (P1, P2|q)

G
(∂OPE)
0,0;2,2 (q̃) =

∑
O′1∈H

sc.
closed

∑
Ψ′2∈H

b,b
open

C
(bab)2′
00 C

(b)
1′2′C

(c)
1′1 F

(∂OPE)[P0]
(
P ′1, P

′
2|q̃
)

≡
∫
dP ′1
2
dP ′2
2 ρ(∂OPE)(P ′1, P ′2) F (∂OPE)[P0]

(
P ′1, P

′
2|q̃
)
.

(5.12)

The crossing kernel that relates the conformal blocks — and hence the spectral densities —
in the two aforementioned decompositions is easy to figure out and is depicted in figure 7: we
first use a crossing move for the cylinder one-point function that we described in section 3.2
and involves a holomorphic copy of the modular S, and then we use a crossing move
for the resulting disk four-point function (with two of its “external” operators identified)
which involves a holomorphic fusion move. The total crossing kernel that relates the
corresponding spectral densities reads

K(cyl′–2pt)
P1,P2;P ′1,P ′2

[P0] := SP1P ′1
[P ′2]FP2P ′2

[
P1 P0
P1 P0

]

ρ(∂N)(P1, P2) =
∫
dP ′1
2
dP ′2
2 K(cyl′–2pt)

P1,P2;P ′1,P ′2
[P0] ρ(∂OPE)(P ′1, P ′2)

(5.13)

The boundary necklace channel density describes a positive definite distribution in the
boundary OPE data, which we can write as

ρ(∂N)(P1,P2) :=
∑

Ψi∈Hb,copen

∑
Ψj∈Ha,copen

C
(abc)
0ij C

(cba)ji
0 [δ(P1−Pi)+δ(P1+Pi)] [δ(P2−Pj)+δ(P2+Pj)]

= g
(ab)
00

∑
Ψi∈Hb,copen

∑
Ψj∈Ha,copen

C
(abc)0
ij C

(cba)ji
0 [δ(P1−Pi)+δ(P1+Pi)] [δ(P2−Pj)+δ(P2+Pj)] .

(5.14)
On the other hand, the vacuum contribution in the boundary OPE channel yields

ρ(∂OPE)(1, 1) = C
(bab)1
00 C

(b)
11C

(c)
11 = g

(ab)
00 gc. (5.15)

Assuming a gap in the boundary spectrum above the identity as well as a gap in the bulk
scalar spectrum above the (bulk) identity, we can use the result (4.18) from earlier to show
that the vacuum contribution in the boundary OPE channel in (5.13) will be dominant in
the limit P1, P2 →∞ while we keep P0 fixed. Therefore, we obtain the following asymptotic
result for the boundary necklace spectral density:

ρ(∂N)(P1, P2) ∼
(
g

(ab)
00 gc

)
SP11[1]FP21

[
P1 P0
P1 P0

]
=
(
g

(ab)
00 gc

)
ρ0(P1)ρ0(P2)C0(P1, P2, P0), P1, P2 →∞.

(5.16)
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Stripping off the density of states of the heavy operators after dividing with the correspond-
ing boundary Cardy formulas, namely e 1

2 (sb+sc)ρ0(P1) and e 1
2 (sa+sc)ρ0(P2), and cancelling

the common factor in front of (5.14) and (5.16), we find that the heavy-heavy-light limit
of the averaged boundary OPE coefficients is given by

∣∣∣C(abc)2
01

∣∣∣2 ∼ e− 1
2 (sa+sb+sc)C0(P1, P2, P0), P1, P2 →∞. (5.17)

where, again, by the square we mean
∣∣∣C(abc)2

01

∣∣∣2 ≡ C(abc)0
12 C

(cba)21
0 . This is the same symmet-

ric formula in both the boundary entropies and the Liouville momenta that we obtained
also in the previous case of the heavy-light-light limit. Choosing the special normalisa-
tion (2.22) we can obtain a result for the boundary three-point function coefficients which
again takes the form

∣∣∣C(abc)
012

∣∣∣2 ∼ C0(P1, P2, P0), P1, P2 →∞. (5.18)

5.3 Sphere with three holes: heavy-heavy-heavy

Our final case of study involves the partition function on the sphere with three holes, where
we have three distinct boundary conditions a, b, c on each hole. We denote the partition
function by G0,0;3,0(βi), where βi denotes collectively the moduli.27 It will be convenient
for our purposes to picture the sphere with three holes as in figure 8, that is, as a surface
with an outer boundary (labelled by b in our case) and two inner boundaries labelled by
a and c. As we will see, in this way of thinking of the surface, the various crossing moves
that relate different dissections of the amplitude will become easier to visualize.

We want to study the relation of the conformal block decomposition between what we
call the “boundary dumbbell” channel and the “boundary sunset” channel, as depicted in
figure 8. We get the following two equivalent expansions:

G
(∂sunset)
0,0;3,0 (βi) =

∑
Ψ1∈Ha,bopen

∑
Ψ2∈Hb,copen

∑
Ψ3∈Ha,copen

(
C

(abc)
123 C(cba)321

)
F (∂sunset) (P1, P2, P3|βi)

≡
∫
dP1
2
dP2
2
dP3
2 ρ(∂sunset)(P1, P2, P3) F (∂sunset) (P1, P2, P3|βi)

G
(∂dumbbell)
0,0;3,0 (β̃i) =∑
O′1∈H

sc.
closed

∑
O′2∈H

sc.
closed

∑
Ψ′3∈H

b,b
open

(
C

(a)
1′1C

(b)3′
1′

) (
C

(b)
2′3′C

(c)
2′1

)
F (∂dumbbell)

(
P ′1, P

′
2, P

′
3|β̃i

)

≡
∫
dP ′1
2
dP ′2
2
dP ′3
2 ρ(∂dumbbell)(P ′1, P ′2, P ′3) F (∂dumbbell)

(
P ′1, P

′
2, P

′
3|β̃i

)
.

(5.19)
The crossing kernel that relates the relevant conformal blocks is depicted in figure 8: it
consists of two modular S moves for the two cylinder one-point functions on the left and
the right of the surface, accompanied by a fusion move for the resulting disk four-point

27The moduli of this surface is in general described by three real parameters βi ∈ R, i = 1, 2, 3.
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a c

b

=
∫ dP1

2
dP2

2 SP1P ′1
[P ′3]SP2P ′2

[P ′3] a c

b

=
∫ dP1

2
dP2

2
dP3

2 SP1P ′1
[P ′3]SP2P ′2

[P ′3]FP3P ′3

[
P1 P2
P1 P2

]
a c

b

Figure 8. The sequence of moves expressing a boundary dumbbell channel block (top left) in terms
of boundary sunset channel blocks (bottom right) for the decomposition of the partition function
of the sphere with three holes.

function (with its “external” operators identified in pairs). We therefore get

K(sphere–3holes)
P1,P2,P3;P ′1,P ′2,P ′3

:= SP1P ′1
[P ′3]SP2P ′2

[P ′3]FP3P ′3

[
P1 P2
P1 P2

]

ρ(∂sunset)(P1, P2, P3) =
∫
dP ′1
2
dP ′2
2
dP ′3
2 K(sphere–3holes)

P1,P2,P3;P ′1,P ′2,P ′3
ρ(∂dumbbell)(P ′1, P ′2, P ′3).

(5.20)

The propagation of the identity in all the lines of the boundary dumbbell channel gives a
contribution of the form:

ρ(∂dumbbell)(1, 1, 1) =
(
C

(a)
11 C

(b)1
1

) (
C

(b)
11C

(c)
11

)
= gagbgc (5.21)

Corrections to this contribution due to the exchange of non-vacuum primaries in the bound-
ary dumbbell channel are exponentially suppressed by the following ratio which we can
calculate explicitly:

K(sphere–3holes)
P1P2P3;P ′1P ′2P ′3

K(sphere–3holes)
P1P2P3;111

≈ e−2π(α′1P1+α′3P3) (5.22)

in the limit where the ratios or differences between the Pi are held fixed (see appendix B
for more details). We therefore conclude that the boundary sunset channel density is well-
approximated by the exchange of the vacuum in the boundary dumbbell channel when the
internal boundary operators become heavy:

ρ(∂sunset)(P1, P2, P3) ∼ (gagbgc) SP11[1]SP21[1]FP31

[
P1 P2
P1 P2

]
= (gagbgc) ρ0(P1)ρ0(P2)ρ0(P3)C0(P1, P2, P3), P1, P2, P3 →∞.

(5.23)
To obtain the microcanonical average of the heavy-heavy-heavy boundary structure con-
stants we divide with the asymptotic Cardy density of the boundary states P1, P2, P3,
namely with e 1

2 (sa+sb)ρ0(P1), e 1
2 (sb+sc)ρ0(P2) and e 1

2 (sa+sc)ρ0(P3) respectively, to obtain:∣∣∣C(abc)3
12

∣∣∣2 ∼ e− 1
2 (sa+sb+sc)C0(P1, P2, P0), P1, P2, P3 →∞. (5.24)

Once again, we obtain the same universal formula for the fully contracted boundary struc-
ture constants as we showed in the heavy-light-light and heavy-heavy-light limits. Fur-
thermore, in the normalization (2.22) the asymptotic result for the square of the boundary
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three-point functions — i.e. the structure constants with all indices lowered — once again
gets the universal form∣∣∣C(abc)

123

∣∣∣2 ∼ C0(P1, P2, P0), P1, P2, P3 →∞. (5.25)

It is quite a remarkable fact that there is a normalisation of boundary operators,
namely (2.22), where all the distinct heavy limits of both types of boundary correlation
functions — i.e. bulk-to-boundary two-point functions and boundary three-point functions
— are captured by the same universal formula which is C0.

6 Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis in BCFT2

The Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH) [81, 82] states that in an isolated quan-
tum system with a sufficiently chaotic Hamiltonian the matrix elements of a “simple”
operator O should obey

〈i|O|j〉 ≈ fO(Ei)δij + gO(Ei, Ej)Rij (6.1)

for states i and j of fixed energy density in a large volume thermodynamic limit. The
functions fO, gO are smooth functions of the energy related to the microcanonical one and
two-point functions, and Rij is a pseudo-random variable of zero mean and unit variance.
In particular, if the one- and two-point functions are of order one, then fO is of order one
and gO of order e−S/2 where S is the microcanonical entropy. In a scale-invariant theory,
the large volume thermodynamic limit is equivalent to a large energy limit at fixed volume,
which is the heavy limit we have been studying in the present work. When O is a local
operator in the CFT, ETH is a nontrivial statement about the statistics of OPE coefficients
for the corresponding primary operators in the theory (see [83–97] for discussions of ETH
in the CFT context).

In this section, we would like to initiate an analogous investigation in the context of
BCFT. We will see that our asymptotic results (at least in the case of one dimensional
boundary) indicate a natural extension of the structure of the ETH ansatz when we con-
sider the matrix elements of primary operators in the presence of conformal boundaries.
Furthermore, the fact that we are obtaining a single asymptotic formula, not only for dis-
tinct asymptotically heavy regimes, but also for both types of boundary structure constants
(under the particular normalization (2.22)):

∣∣∣C(abc)
īij

∣∣∣2 ∼ ∣∣∣C(s)
ij

∣∣∣2 ∼ C0(Pi, P̄i, Pj) (6.2)

seems to suggest that, at least in two dimensions, the ETH ansatz should be generalized
to all distinct heavy regimes for both bulk-to-boundary and boundary OPE coefficients.
A similar argument for the bulk case was presented in [1], where again one finds a single
asymptotic formula for the bulk OPE coefficients in three distinct heavy regimes.

An extension of the ETH ansatz to the case of boundary OPE coefficients (for primary
boundary operators) is quite natural to expect since on the boundary we have a distinct
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Hilbert space Ha,bopen with nontrivial three point functions of operators which live solely
there. However, an ETH-like proposal is far less intuitive in the case of bulk-to-boundary
OPE coefficients. We will return to this point towards the end of this section. For now we
will discuss the case of boundary OPE coefficients and what our asymptotic results suggest
for the structure of the ETH ansatz in this case.

One should start by appropriately adjusting the ansatz (6.1) in the boundary setup.
We consider the eigenstates of a fixed Hamiltonian, say the energy eigenstates in the open
sector Hilbert space Ha,bopen between boundaries a, b, and we want to make an ansatz about
the matrix elements in that eigenbasis of a “simple” operator Ψ0. Therefore we want to
study the matrix element:

ab〈Ψi|Ψ0|Ψj〉ba ≈ f0
ab(hi)δij + g0

ab(hi, hj)Rij (6.3)

in the large energy limit hi, hj →∞. In BCFT we can take the states |Ψj〉ba to be primary
states and similarly Ψ0 = Ψbb

0 to be a primary operator. Then, equation (6.3) becomes
a statement about the boundary three-point function coefficients ab〈Ψi|Ψ0|Ψj〉ba ≡ C

(abb)
i0j .

In this case our asymptotic formulas for the diagonal heavy-heavy-light boundary OPE in
section 3.2 (captured by the cylinder one-point functions), and off-diagonal heavy-heavy-
light boundary OPE in section 5.2 (captured by the cylinder two-point functions) determine
the functions f0

ab and g0
ab as:

C
(abb)
i0i = f0

ab(hi),
∣∣∣C(abb)

i0j

∣∣∣2 = (g0
ab(hi, hj))2 (6.4)

Therefore our formulas provide a precise formulation of ETH for BCFTs in two dimen-
sions with finite central charge c and finite boundary entropies.28 This means that the
order of the off-diagonal component g0

ab in the “boundary” ETH ansatz should naturally
depend on the relevant boundary entropies which contribute additional factors to the mi-
crocanonical entropy. Indeed, this is captured by our asymptotic formulas! Working in the
normalisation (2.22), in sections 3.2 and 5.2 we obtained the following results:

C
(abb)
H0H ∼ e

1
4 (sa+sb)

(
C(a)1
χ C(b)0

χ

) SPHPχ [P0]
ρ0(PH) , PH →∞∣∣∣C(abb)

H0H′
∣∣∣2 ∼ C0(PH , PH′ , P0), PH , PH′ →∞.

(6.5)

where C(a)1
χ C

(b)0
χ are order one in the boundary entropy as we explained in 3.2. Therefore

we see that the hierarchy between the diagonal and the off-diagonal term is controlled by
the boundary entropy in a specific way: the diagonal term is either enhanced or suppressed
(depending on the sign of the boundary entropy) compared to the off-diagonal term with
an extra factor of e 1

4 (sa+sb). This result actually makes a lot of sense if we remind ourselves
28It is important to emphasize that our asymptotic formulas predict the form of the smooth functions

f0
ab and g0

ab, but say nothing about the statistics of the remainder term Rij . The statement that Rij has
zero mean and unit variance, severely constraining the fluctuations of matrix elements, is an important
component of ETH but unfortunately one that is invisible using crossing symmetry techniques, as we did
in the present work.
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that the boundary entropy determines the subleading piece in the high-temperature limit
of the thermal entropy of a 2d CFT on an interval of length L with inverse temperature β.
In general, with different conformal boundary conditions at the two ends of the interval,
the entropy is determined by the cylinder partition function Zcyl(ab) and takes the form

S(β) ≡ (1− β∂β) log
(
Zcyl(ab)(β)

)
= πcL

3β + 1
2 (sa + sb) + · · ·

(6.6)

As we discussed earlier, the ETH ansatz suggests that the smooth function g0 is of order
e−S/2 (if f0 is order one). Thus we see exactly this S/2 appearing in (6.5), properly
captured by our asymptotic results.

We will close this section with some comments on a potential ETH-like proposal for
bulk-to-boundary OPE coefficients. Our asymptotic formulas suggested that the bulk-
to-boundary two-point functions are captured by similar asymptotics as the boundary
three-point function coefficients (6.2). This leads us to suspect that there might some
BCFT setup where we can imagine the boundary spectrum to act as a thermal bath with
some effective temperature for the bulk spectrum or vice versa. In fact, the case where
an operator in the bulk CFT acts as a bath for a “simple” boundary operator is more
intuitive, since from the doubling trick, we can think of the bulk-to-boundary two-point
function as a bulk three-point function on the sphere after an appropriate quotient (see
discussion in section 3.1). Therefore, in this case we can expect an ETH-like proposal
to hold for the bulk-to-boundary structure constants since it originates from the usual
ETH ansatz of the bulk OPE coefficients. On the other hand, the case where a boundary
operator can effectively describe a thermal background for a simple bulk operator is far
less instinctive to expect, but it certainly opens an exciting new possibility to explore, as
suggested by our formulas. In recent lower dimensional setups of evaporating black holes, it
has been proposed (see e.g. [13, 98–100]) that BCFTs can serve as natural models for such
a construction where essentially the boundary degrees of freedom in the CFT on their own
describe an equilibrium black hole, but the coupling to the bulk CFT degrees of freedom
allows this black hole to evaporate. It will be extremely interesting to understand the
relevance of our asymptotic formulas for the bulk-to-boundary OPE coefficients in these
constructions in the future.

7 Semiclassical limits and AdS3/BCFT2

In former sections we derived asymptotic formulas for the structure constants of boundary
primary operators. Our formulas are universal and apply in any irrational two dimensional
BCFT with c > 1. On the other hand, it is interesting to study BCFTs at large central
charge to gain insights about a potential holographic gravity dual. As a bottom up model,
the semiclassical Einstein gravity on the bulk with an end-of-the-world (ETW) brane is
well studied [8, 9], where one considers an action localized on the ETW brane. A simple
case is to choose the brane tension as a boundary action. In that model, the boundary
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entropy is given by the brane tension T and the AdS radius R:

log g = c

6arctanh(TR), (7.1)

We can also consider top down models in 6d type 4b supergravity [101, 102] where we
can embed the solutions into string theory (see also [103]). In those models, it is possible
to study the boundary entropy through the holographic entanglement entropy [104, 105].
Another interesting example of BCFTs with large central charge is the symmetric orbifold
CFTs where recently some boundary states were explicitly constructed [106].

Our findings showed that all universal formulas involving boundary operators are cap-
tured at finite central charge by the factor C0(P1, P2, P3) (cf. equation (4.11)) up to powers
of the boundary entropy. The large central charge asympotitcs of C0 were studied exten-
sively in [1]. In this section we will apply those limits to our BCFT asymptotic formulas
and consider their interpretation and implications for theories with gravity duals. We will
not attempt to understand precisely when these formulas apply, in terms of constraints on
the theory and regime of validity of operator dimensions (in the spirit of [107]). In fact,
in the AdS/BCFT case this picture is still quite unclear; as it was discussed recently, even
the simple ETW model [8] requires a special fine-tuned spectrum in the BCFT side [100]
which shows that the quest for a holographic BCFT is still a bit uncertain.29

Before moving on to the large c analysis, we state again our main results on the square
of bulk-to-boundary two-point functions and boundary three-point functions — i.e. the
boundary structure constants with all indices lowered — in the specific normalization (2.22)
with g

(ab)
ij = √gagbδij . Our asymptotic formulas for generic boundary conditions take the

simple unified form: ∣∣∣C(s)
αi

∣∣∣2 ∼ C0(Pα, P̄α, Pi)∣∣∣C(abc)
ijk

∣∣∣2 ∼ C0(Pi, Pj , Pk) .

As we explained in the relevant sections, for the bulk-to-boundary two-point functions
the asymptotic formula (7.2) is valid in three distinct heavy regimes of conformal di-
mensions: light bulk-heavy boundary, heavy bulk-light boundary and heavy bulk-heavy
boundary. Similarly for the three-point functions the same formula is valid in the heavy-
light-light, heavy-heavy-light, and heavy-heavy-heavy regimes. Under the particular nor-
malization (2.22), the asymptotic formulas do not involve any factors of the boundary
entropy and, quite interestingly, both types of structure constants are captured by the
same formula, namely by a factor of C0. Therefore we can discuss the large c limits of
these results without caring about the order of the boundary entropy as a function of c.
Note however that in the case where the boundary two point-functions are not canonically
normalized — and in particular when the normalization depends on the boundary entropy,
as in (2.22) — the two- and three-point functions

∣∣∣C(s)
αi

∣∣∣2, ∣∣∣C(abc)
ijk

∣∣∣2 can be large or small
compared to them in the large c limit. We will elaborate more on that point in section 7.3.

29See also [108] for some recent calculations in the bulk.
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7.1 Boundary OPEs in the large c limit

7.1.1 Spectral density of black holes

First we consider a large c limit of C0 which probes the physics of black holes. The setup
we are imagining is a CFT on an interval with boundary conditions a and b. Holographic
duals of these setups were considered e.g. in [109], which can be seen as a wedge holography
with a regularization [110] (see also [111, 112]). We take two operators Ψab, Ψac with heavy
dimensions h1, h2 scaling with c, to correspond to black hole states, but with h1− h2 fixed
as c → ∞. The dimension of the third boundary operator Ψbc, which probes the bulk
geometry, has h fixed in that limit. In terms of the momentum variables we can write

P1 = b−1p+ bδ, P2 = b−1p− bδ, P3 = i

(
Q

2 − bh
)
, (7.2)

and take b → 0 while p, δ, h are fixed. Then, we can interpret C0 as governing the matrix
elements ab〈BH1|Ψbc|BH2〉ac of the probe operator Ψbc with dimension h. Here |BH1〉ab
represents a black hole microstate that equilibrates with the common bath in the context
of communicating black holes [109].

In this limit, the fusion kernel takes the form [1, 37]:

ρ0(b−1p)C0(P1, P2, P3) ∼ (2p)2h

2πb
Γ(h+ 2iδ)Γ(h− 2iδ)

Γ(2h) . (7.3)

Note that in our case a single copy of C0 gives the asymptotic formula for the squared
boundary three-point functions, rather than two copies of C0 which is the case for the bulk
three-point functions [1]. The behaviour (7.3) is actually similar to the spectral density of
a CFT1 and correspondingly the matter on a black hole in AdS2, which is natural from the
symmetry perspective since both the BCFT2 and CFT1 have the same global conformal
symmetry SL(2,R).

7.1.2 Near extremal limit and the Schwarzian theory

Next we consider a different limit where h − c−1
24 is of order c−1 while the third operator

remains a light probe. This limit was considered in [1, 113] to study the near extremal
limit of dual BTZ black holes. In this limit we can write

P1 = bk1, P2 = bk2, P3 = i

(
Q

2 − bh
)

(7.4)

and we take k1, k2, h fixed in the b→ 0 limit. The density of states and the universal OPE
coefficient C0 are then given by

ρ
(open)
ab (bk) ∼ 8

√
2e

1
2 (sa+sb)πb2k sinh(2πk), (7.5)

C0

(
bk1, bk2, i

(
Q

2 − bh
))
∼ b4h√

2(2πb)3

∏
±± Γ(h± ik1 ± ik2)

Γ(2h) . (7.6)

These expressions turn out to be the same with the analogous expressions in Schwarzian the-
ory, which captures the dynamics of both explicitly and spontaneously broken 1d conformal
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symmetry [114–117]. In the gravity side, this corresponds to the appearance of the nearly
AdS2 geometry which is governed by the Jackiw-Teitelboim (JT) gravity [113, 115, 117].
Notably, a reduction of AdS3 to JT gravity was studied recently in [118], where the spatial
direction is an S1. In a similar fashion, we could imagine constructing the same type of
solutions where the spatial direction is an interval [109] with boundary conditions a and b
in the holographic BCFT models with ETW branes. We would expect that an analogous
reduction from AdS3 to JT gravity will take place, and the near extremal limit of our
formula will exactly capture this reduction.

7.1.3 Conical defect limit

Finally we consider a regime where all the operators have dimensions of order c. In this
limit, we take

αi = b−1ηi, b→ 0, fixed ηi, for i = 1, 2, 3 (7.7)

and ηi < 1. Then, one can show [1] that C0 asymptotes to:

logC0 ∼ b−2(−1/2Sgrav(η1, η2, η3) + iθ(η1, η2, η3)) (7.8)

where Sgrav and θ(η1, η2, η3) are given by

−1
2Sgrav := (F (2η1)− F (η2 + η3 − η1) + (1− 2η2) log(1− 2η2) + (2 permutations))

+ F (0)− F (η1 + η2 + η3)− 2(1− η1 − η2 − η3) log(1− η1 − η2 − η3) (7.9)
θ := π(η1 + η2 + η3 − 1), (7.10)

and F (z) = I(z) + I(1 − z) for I(z) =
∫ z

1
2
dy log Γ(y). The term b−2Sgrav which looks like

an on shell action actually appears as the gravitational action for a conical defect network
in 3d gravity [119]. For the case of bulk three point functions, the analogous semiclassical
limit precisely agrees with the conical defect action [1]. On the other hand, in our boundary
three-point function cases the asymptotic formula contains only a single copy of C0 and
apparently seems to capture the square root of that conical defect action. It is definitely an
interesting open problem to study the corresponding bulk calculations in the AdS/BCFT
setup (e.g. in the AdS/BCFT model with simple brane tension actions) and try to match
those with our asymptotic formulas.

7.2 Bulk-to-boundary OPEs in the large c limit

So far we discussed the asymptotics of boundary three-point functions in the large c limit.
Since the asymptotics of bulk-to-boundary correlation functions are also captured by C0,
one can in principle study the same limits as before. For example, we can study the
universal dynamics of the correlation function

s〈0|OαΨss
i |0〉s (7.11)

where |0〉s is the ground state on a finite interval with boundary conditions labeled by s

on both sides. When we take the length of the interval to be infinite, we are studying
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the correlation function on a half-line with boundary condition s. This setup is close to
the recent toy models of black holes coupled to a bath, where the total system is at zero
temperature [98]. Mapping to the cylinder, we can bring the system to a thermofield
double state. This is a toy model where black holes equilibrate with a finite temperature
bath. We can also consider the moving mirror models of [14, 120, 121], which describe a
time-dependent boundary trajectory and hence serving as toy models of evaporating black
holes [12, 122]. In these contexts, a boundary operator in BCFT corresponds to an operator
in the dual of the black hole, and a bulk operator is an operator in the bath system. Our
universal formula for the bulk-to-boundary two-point functions captures the asymptotics
when either or both of these operators are heavy. It will be extremely fruitful to study
more the consequences of our (explicit) asymptotic formulas in the context of black hole
evaporation and information paradox as encoded in those simple models.

7.3 The order of the boundary entropy

In this final section we will make some comments on how the order of the boundary entropy
controls the size of the correlation functions in AdS/BCFT (and solely in BCFT in general)
given our universal asymptotic results for the boundary structure constants in various heavy
regimes. In the bulk CFT case, we usually canonically normalize the operators so that the
operator metric is purely diagonal, i.e. 〈Oi(0)Oj(1)〉 = δij . As we discussed in section 2.3,
when we have boundary operators, it is not quite natural to consider a purely diagonal
operator metric for the boundary two-point functions. We will instead choose to work
in the normalization (2.22). To gain some intuition on the relation between the order of
the boundary entropy and the boundary OPE coefficients, we will study the ratio of our
asymptotic results (7.2) with the corresponding two-point functions. One finds

∣∣∣C(s)
αi

∣∣∣2
〈Ψaa

i Ψaa
i 〉
∼ g−1

s C0(Pα, P̄α, Pi),∣∣∣C(abc)
ijk

∣∣∣2
〈Ψab

i Ψba
i 〉 〈Ψbc

j Ψcb
j 〉 〈Ψca

k Ψac
k 〉
∼ g−1

a g−1
b g−1

c C0(Pi, Pj , Pk).

(7.12)

In the case of symmetric orbifold CFTs [106] with rational seed theories, a typical boundary
entropy is of order c, in other words g ∼ ec. Therefore in this case we get an overall e−c
suppression in (7.12). For seed theories with an infinite number of boundary states, typi-
cally g scales as ec log c and hence the bulk-to-boundary two-point functions and boundary
three-point functions are further suppressed by an additional factor of log c. For atypical
boundary states, it turns out that we get g ∼ e−c log c and hence in that case the boundary
entropy acts as an enhancement factor. In the context of AdS/BCFT, positive boundary
entropies correspond to creation of additional spacetime [123, 124] since their action in-
creases the angle between the AdS boundary and the ETW brane. Therefore, in this case
we expect that bulk-to-boundary correlation functions and boundary three-point functions
are relatively suppressed. On the other hand, when the ETW brane “eats up” the space-
time due to the presence of negative boundary entropy, the ratios (7.12) are expected to
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be enhanced. More concretely, for the AdS/BCFT model with a brane tension on the
ETW brane the boundary entropy is given by (7.1). Therefore in that case the boundary
entropy is always order c — assuming that the tension is order one in AdS units — and
its sign depends on the sign of the tension. In a top down model in type 4b supergravity
approximation, the calculation of the holographic entanglement entropy gives a diverging
boundary entropy [102]. This fact suggests that the boundary three-point functions and
the bulk-to-boundary correlation functions are almost negligible in that case.

It is definitely an interesting open problem to compute boundary three-point functions
and bulk-to-boundary correlation functions in either bottom up models of AdS/BCFT or
top down models in a supergravity approximation. We hope that the computations done
in this work will motivate research towards this fascinating direction.
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A Explicit forms of elementary crossing kernels

In this appendix we briefly review the explicit forms of the elementary crossing kernels in
the irrational case (c > 1).

A.1 Fusion four-point kernel

We will start by reviewing the explicit form of the fusion kernel, which implements the
fusion transformation relating sphere four-point Virasoro conformal blocks in different OPE
channels. The fusion kernel was derived by Ponsot and Teschner [78, 79]. The expression
involves the special functions Γb(x), which is a meromorphic function with no zeros that
one may think of as a generalization of the ordinary gamma function, but with simple poles
at x = −(mb+ nb−1) for m,n ∈ Z≥0, and

Sb(x) = Γb(x)
Γb(Q− x) . (A.1)

Many properties of these special functions, including large argument and small b asymp-
totics, were summarized in appendix A of [37]. The explicit expression for the kernel
involves a contour integral and is given by

FPsPt

[
P2 P1
P3 P4

]
= Pb(Pi;Ps, Pt)Pb(Pi;−Ps,−Pt)

∫
C′

ds

i

4∏
k=1

Sb(s+ Uk)
Sb(s+ Vk)

, (A.2)
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where the prefactor Pb is given by

Pb(Pi;Ps,Pt)

=
Γb(Q2 +i(Ps+P3−P4))Γb(Q2 +i(Ps−P3−P4))Γb(Q2 +i(Ps+P2−P1))Γb(Q2 +i(Ps+P1+P2))
Γb(Q2 +i(Pt+P1−P4))Γb(Q2 +i(Pt−P1−P4))Γb(Q2 +i(Pt+P2−P3))Γb(Q2 +i(Pt+P2+P3))
Γb(Q+2iPt)

Γb(2iPs)
(A.3)

and the arguments of the special functions in the integrand are

U1 = i(P1 − P4)
U2 = −i(P1 + P4)
U3 = i(P2 + P3)
U4 = i(P2 − P3)

V1 = Q/2 + i(−Ps + P2 − P4)
V2 = Q/2 + i(Ps + P2 − P4)
V3 = Q/2 + iPt

V4 = Q/2− iPt

(A.4)

The contour C′ runs from −i∞ to i∞, traversing between the towers of poles running to
the left at s = −Ui−mb−nb−1 and to the right at s = Q−Vj +mb+nb−1 in the complex
s plane, for m,n ∈ Z≥0.

Viewed as a function of the internal weight Ps, the kernel (A.2) has eight semi-infinite
lines of poles extending to both the top and bottom of the complex plane

FPsPt

[
P2 P1
P3 P4

]
: simple poles at Ps = ±i

(
Q

2 + iP0 +mb+ nb−1
)
, for m,n ∈ Z≥0,

where P0 = P1 + P2, P3 + P4 (and six permutations under reflection Pi → −Pi).
(A.5)

In the case particularly relevant for this paper of pairwise identical operators P4 = P1, P3 =
P2, these singularities are enhanced to double poles, although there is an exception when
the T-channel internal weight Pt is degenerate (Pt = ± i

2((m+1)b+(n+1)b−1), m, n ∈ Z≥0),
in which case the poles remain simple when the external operators have weights consistent
with the fusion rules.

In the special case of pairwise identical operators with T-channel exchange of the
identity, the contour integral can be computed very explicitly and the fusion kernel takes
the following simple form, which makes the analytic structure manifest

FPs1

[
P2 P1
P2 P1

]
=

Γb(2Q)
Γb(Q)3

Γb(Q2 + i(P1 + P2 − Ps))× (7 permutations under reflection P → −P )
Γb(2iPs)Γb(−2iPs)Γb(Q+ 2iP1)Γb(Q− 2iP1)Γb(Q+ 2iP2)Γb(Q− 2iP2)
= ρ0(Ps)C0(P1, P2, Ps),

(A.6)
with

ρ0(P ) ≡ 4
√

2 sinh (2πbP ) sinh (2πb−1P )

C0(Pi, Pj , Pk) ≡
1√
2

Γb(2Q)
Γb(Q)3

∏
±±± Γb

(
Q
2 ± iPi ± iPj ± iPk

)
∏
a∈{i,j,k} Γb(Q+ 2iPa)Γb(Q− 2iPa)

.
(A.7)
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A.2 Torus one-point kernel

The crossing kernel that implements the modular S transformation on torus one-point
Virasoro blocks was worked out by Teschner [65]. Similarly to the fusion kernel, its explicit
form involves a contour integral and is given by

SPP ′ [P0] = ρ0(P )
Sb(Q2 + iP0)

Γb(Q+ 2iP ′)Γb(Q− 2iP ′)Γb(Q2 + i(2P − P0))Γb(Q2 − i(2P + P0))
Γb(Q+ 2iP )Γb(Q− 2iP )Γb(Q2 + i(2P ′ − P0))Γb(Q2 − i(2P ′ + P0))∫

C

dξ

i
e−4πP ′ξ Sb(ξ + Q

4 + i(P + 1
2P0))Sb(ξ + Q

4 − i(P −
1
2P0))

Sb(ξ + 3Q
4 + i(P − 1

2P0))Sb(ξ + 3Q
4 − i(P + 1

2P0))

≡Qb(P, P ′, P0)
∫
C

dξ

i
e−4πP ′ξTb(ξ, P, P0).

(A.8)
This integral representation only converges when

1
2Re(α0) < Re(α′) < Re

(
Q− 1

2α0

)
. (A.9)

Outside of this range, the kernel is defined via analytic continuation, using the fact that it
satisfies shift relations [1, 66].

The integral contributes the following series of poles in the P plane, one extending to
the top and the other extending to the bottom

integral: poles at P = ± i2

(
Q

2 + iP0 +mb+ nb−1
)
, m, n ∈ Z≥0. (A.10)

Together with the prefactor, the full kernel has the following polar structure in the P plane

SPP ′ [P0] : poles at P = i

2

(
Q

2 − iP0 +mb+ nb−1
)
, m, n ∈ Z≥0,

and all possible reflections (in P, P0).
(A.11)

One can think of these poles as arising in the case that the external operator is a (Virasoro)
double-twist of the internal operator [37].

Similarly to the case of the fusion kernel, the modular S kernel can be straightforwardly
evaluated in the case that the external operator is the identity, P0 = iQ2 . In this case, the
prefactor vanishes and so we only need to extract the singularities of the contour integral.
By carefully studying this limit, one finds

SPP ′ [1] = 2
√

2 cos(4πPP ′), (A.12)

precisely reproducing the non-degenerate modular S matrix for the Virasoro
characters (3.11), (3.12). To study the limit in which the internal operator in the orig-
inal channel is also the identity one should make use of the shift relations (see discussion
in appendix of [1]) in which case one can reproduce the result:

SP1[1] = 4
√

2 sinh(2πbP ) sinh(2πb−1P ), (A.13)

which defines the universal spectral density ρ0 in (A.7).
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B Asymptotics of crossing kernels

In this section we will review some results obtained in [1, 37] for the asymptotic form of the
elementary crossing kernels when some of the weights are taken to be heavy. These results
are important for establishing both the form of our asymptotic formulas and their validity,
via the suppression of corrections due to the propagation of non-vacuum primaries.

B.1 Fusion kernel

In [37], the asymptotic form of the fusion kernel when the S-channel internal weight Ps was
taken to be heavy with fixed external weights was extensively studied. The main result
of that analysis was the following asymptotic form of the vacuum fusion kernel (A.6) with
pairwise identical operators, which follows directly from the asymptotics of the special
function Γb that were established in that paper

FPs1

[
P2 P1
P2 P1

]
∼2−4P 2

s eπQPsP
4(h1+h2)− 3Q2+1

2
s

× 2
Q2+1

6 Γ0(b)6Γb(2Q)
Γb(Q)3Γb(Q+ 2iP1)Γb(Q− 2iP1)Γb(Q+ 2iP2)Γb(Q− 2iP2) , Ps →∞

(B.1)
where

log Γ0(b) = −
∫ ∞

0

dt

t

(
e−Qt/2

(1− e−bt)(1− e−b−1t)
− t−2 − Q2 − 2

24 e−t
)

(B.2)

appears in the large-argument asymptotics of Γb(x).
By carefully studying the asymptotics of the contour integral in the definition of the

fusion kernel, in [37] it was also established that the fusion kernel with non-zero T-channel
weight is exponentially suppressed at large Ps compared to the vacuum kernel

FPsPt

[
P2 P1
P2 P1

]

FPs1

[
P2 P1
P2 P1

] ∼e−2παtPs

(
Γb(Q+ 2iP1)Γb(Q− 2iP1)

Γb(Q2 + i(2P1 − Pt))Γb(Q2 − i(2P1 + Pt))
× (P1 → P2)

)

× Γb(Q− 2iPt)Γb(−2iPt)Γb(Q)3

Γb(2Q)Γb(Q2 − iPt)4
, Ps →∞.

(B.3)

Thus we learn that corrections to either the light bulk-heavy boundary bulk-to-boundary
structure constants (4.12) or the boundary heavy-light-light OPE asymptotic formula (5.9)
due to the exchange of non-vacuum primaries in the corresponding dual channels are ex-
ponentially suppressed.

In [1], it was further shown that the propagation of non-vacuum primaries is suppressed
compared to that of the vacuum when one or both of the external operators P1, P3 are taken
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to be heavy along with the S-channel internal weight P2:

FP2P ′2

[
P1 P3
P1 P3

]

FP21

[
P1 P3
P1 P3

] (B.4)

In particular, for the heavy-heavy-light case, when α1, α2 = Q
2 + iP, P →∞, with α3 ≡ α0

and α′2 fixed (with 0 < α′2 <
Q
2 ), it was shown explicitly that

FP2P ′2

[
P0 P1
P0 P1

]

FP21

[
P0 P1
P0 P1

] ∼ (order-one)P−h′2 . (B.5)

The analysis is similar for corrections to the heavy-heavy-heavy boundary OPE asymptotics
due to propagation of non-vacuum primaries in the boundary dumbbell channel, which in
the case where α1, α2, α3 = Q

2 + iP are taken to be heavy, one obtains

FP2P ′2

[
P1 P3
P1 P3

]

FP21

[
P1 P3
P1 P3

] ∼ (order-one)P−2h′2 . (B.6)

B.2 Torus kernel

In order to establish the validity of the heavy bulk-heavy boundary bulk-to-boundary
structure constants as well as the heavy-heavy-light and heavy-heavy-heavy boundary OPE
asymptotics, we also need to study the asymptotics of the torus one-point kernel (A.2) in
the limit that the internal weight in one of the channels becomes heavy, namely the limit
P →∞.

It was established in [1] that in the regime (A.9) the kernel obeys the following asymp-
totics
SPP ′ [P0] ≈(

Q
2 − iP0√

2π(−2iP ′)(Q2 + i(2P ′ − P0))
Γb(Q+ 2iP ′)Γb(Q− 2iP ′)

Sb(Q2 + iP0)Γb(Q2 + i(2P ′ − P0))Γb(Q2 − i(2P ′ + P0))

)
× e−4πiPP ′(2P )h0

(B.7)
To compute the kernel when α′ is outside of the regime (A.9), we can make use of the shift
relations for the kernel, where one finds that the leading asymptotic behaviour at large P
is basically the same as in (B.7) (see appendix B of [1] for more details).

C Details on the crossing kernel for cylinder two-point functions from
the doubling trick

In this appendix we will implement the “doubling trick” discussed in section 3.1 to justify
the proposal for the crossing kernel in section 4.3 for the cylinder two-point functions in the
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P ′
1

P ′
2

Oi Oi

P1 P2

Oi Oi

Figure 9. Bird’s-eye view of a torus two-point function with identical external operators in two
different (bulk) decompositions: the “necklace” channel (left) and the “bagel” channel (right).

particular case of identical external boundary operators and identical boundary conditions
at the two ends of the cylinder.

The two-fold compact, oriented cover of a cylinder two-point function is the torus with
two punctures. As illustrated in figure 9, we will try to understand the torus two-point
functions of identical bulk external operators in two different channels in order to gain
intuition for the case of the cylinder two-point functions. The first channel we will consider
is the so-called “necklace” channel, which was studied extensively in [1]. The second one
is the “bagel” channel, in which we span the Hilbert space in the orthogonal direction
comparing to the necklace channel.

In the cylinder two-point function case, the channels we considered back in section 4.3
were intentionally dubbed “boundary necklace” and “boundary bagel” channel, and we
illustrate them again in a different way in figure 11. We notice that the two-fold compact
universal covers of the “boundary necklace” and “boundary bagel” cuttings of the surface
are exactly the corresponding necklace and bagel channels of the torus two-point function
in figure 9. Therefore, via the doubling trick, the decomposition between the necklace and
bagel channels in the torus two-point function case will give us an important clue for the
crossing kernel in the cylinder two-point function case.

The decomposition of bagel channel conformal blocks for the torus two-point function
in terms of necklace channel conformal blocks is shown in figure 10. It is straightforward
to see that the crossing kernel consists of a convoluted set of moves which includes a
fusion move, followed by a modular S move, and finally by an inverse fusion move. The
corresponding spectral densities of the bulk OPE data in the two channels are related as

ρ
(Pi,P̄i)
necklace(P1, P̄1;P2, P̄2) =∫
dP ′1
2
dP̄ ′1
2
dP ′2
2
dP̄ ′2
2 KP1P2;P ′1P ′2 [Pi]KP̄1P̄2;P̄ ′1P̄ ′2

[P̄i] ρ(Pi,P̄i)
bagel (P ′1, P̄ ′1;P ′2, P̄ ′2),

(C.1)

where the crossing kernel is given by

KP1P2;P ′1P ′2 [Pi] :=
∫
dP ′′2

2 F−1
P ′′2 P

′
2

[
P ′1 Pi
P ′1 Pi

]
SP1P ′1

[P ′′2 ]FP2P ′′2

[
P1 Pi
P1 Pi

]
. (C.2)

In (C.1) we encounter two copies of the crossing kernel relating the bulk spectral densities
(or the conformal blocks), one for each holomorphic part of the spectrum. When we take
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P1 P2

Oi Oi =
∫ dP ′′2

2 FP2P ′′2

[
P1 Pi
P1 Pi

]
P1

P ′′
2

Oi Oi

=
∫ dP ′1

2
dP ′′2

2 SP1P ′1
[P ′′2 ]FP2P ′′2

[
P1 Pi
P1 Pi

] P ′
1

P ′′
2

Oi Oi

=
∫ dP ′2

2
dP ′1

2
dP ′′2

2 F−1
P ′′2 P

′
2

[
P ′1 Pi
P ′1 Pi

]
SP1P ′1

[P ′′2 ]FP2P ′′2

[
P1 Pi
P1 Pi

] P ′
1

P ′
2

Oi Oi

Figure 10. The sequence of moves expressing a “bagel” channel conformal block (top left) in terms
of “necklace” channel conformal blocks (bottom right) for a torus two-point function with identical
bulk external operators. The corresponding crossing kernel is given in (C.2).

P P̄

ss

Ψss
i Ψss

i

P1 P2

Ψss
i Ψss

i

s s

Figure 11. Different illustration of the “boundary necklace” and “boundary bagel” decompositions
of the cylinder two-point function with operators on each boundary (see figure 5 in section 4.3).
The two-fold compact cover of these “cuttings” are the channels depicted in figure 9 for the torus
two-point function with identical external operators.

the appropriate quotient of the torus two-point function to obtain the cylinder two-point
function we expect that only the corresponding holomorphic conformal blocks will span
the cylinder two-point functions, following [15]. Therefore, the crossing kernel that relates
“boundary necklace” and “boundary bagel” conformal blocks in the case of cylinder two-
point functions with identical external operators on each boundary will be given by (C.2).

As a consistency check, notice that in the case where Oi = 1 one should be able to
recover the familiar modular invariance of the torus partition function in the bulk, i.e. the
kernel (C.2) should asymptote to the modular kernel S. This is indeed the case since,

by the definition of the two point functions on the sphere, first the factor FP2P ′′2

[
P1 1
P1 1

]
localizes P ′′2 on the identity contribution and sets P2 = P1, which then similarly sets

F−1
1P ′2

[
P ′1 1
P ′1 1

]
= δ(P ′1 − P ′2) and at the end leaves only a single factor of SP1P ′1

[1], which is

what we wanted. In a similar fashion, it is straightforward also to verify that taking (C.2)
to be the crossing kernel between the boundary necklace and boundary bagel channels of
the cylinder two-point function reproduces in the relevant limits the kernels for the cylinder
one-point function or the cylinder partition function we encountered in section 3.2.
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D Relation between the bulk-to-boundary structure constant in Liou-
ville theory and the modular kernel

In this last appendix we prove an exact relation between the bulk-to-boundary structure
constant in Liouville theory with Neumann boundary conditions [24] and the irrational
version of the modular kernel that relates torus one-point blocks [65]. This result is new
as far as we can tell. Our motivation originates from a similar relation between the bulk-
to-boundary structure constants and the modular matrix of the torus one-point functions
for the A-series Minimal Models [17].

The bulk-to-boundary structure constant of Liouville theory on the disk with Neumann
boundary conditions labelled by s (which encodes the boundary cosmological constant), a
bulk operator labelled by a = Q

2 + iPa, and a boundary operator labelled by β = Q
2 + iPβ

was first obtained in [24].30 The expression reads:

A(Pa;Pβ |s) =
∫ i∞

−i∞

dp

i
e−4πspÃ(Pa;Pβ |p)

Ã(Pa;Pβ |p) := 2π
(
µπγ(b2)b2−2b2

)−Q/2+i(2Pa+Pβ)
2b

Γb(Q2 − iPβ)3Γb(Q2 − 2iPa − iPβ)Γb(Q2 + 2iPa − iPβ)
Γb(Q)Γb(Q2 + iPβ)Γb(−2iPβ)Γb(Q+ 2iPa)Γb(−2iPa)

× Sb (p+ s1)Sb (p+ s2)
Sb(p+Q− s1)Sb(p+Q− s2) ,

(D.1)

where µ is the bulk cosmological constant, γ(x) = Γ(x)
Γ(1−x) , and

s1 ≡
Q

4 + iPa + iPβ
2 , s2 ≡

Q

4 − iPa + iPβ
2 .

We will find it convenient to introduce the b−deformed hypergeometric function which is
defined as (see e.g. appendix C of [125]):

Fb (α, β; γ;−ix) = Sb(γ)
Sb(α)Sb(β)

∫ i∞

−i∞

dp

i
e2πpx Sb(p+ α)Sb(p+ β)

Sb(p+ γ)Sb(p+Q) . (D.2)

Going back to (D.1), we can change variables of integration as p̃ ≡ p−s2 and then re-express
the result compactly as

A(Pa;Pβ |s) = 2π
(
µπγ(b2)b2−2b2

)−Q/2+i(2Pa+Pβ)
2b

×
Γb(2iPa)Γb(Q2 − iPβ)2Γb(Q2 − 2iPa − iPβ)Γb(Q2 − 2iPa + iPβ)

Γb(Q)Γb(Q+ 2iPa)Γb(Q− 2iPa)Γb(−2iPa)Γb(−2iPβ)
× e−4πs2s Fb (s1 + s2, 2s2;Q+ s2 − s1; 2is) .

(D.3)

The modular kernel that relates torus one-point blocks was obtained in [65]. If we consider
an external operator on the torus with P0 = Pβ and the internal operators with P = Pa

30The case of Dirichlet boundary condition in Liouville theory was later studied by B. Ponsot in [26].
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and P ′ = s, the modular kernel SPP ′ [P0] which we wrote in (A.8) can be written in terms
of the b-deformed hypergeometric function as

SPa s[Pβ ] =
√

2
Γb (Q+2is)Γb (Q−2is)Γb(Q2 −iPβ)Γb

(
Q
2 +2iPa−iPβ

)
Γb
(
Q
2 −2iPa−iPβ

)
Γb
(
Q
2 +2is−iPβ

)
Γb
(
Q
2 −2is−iPβ

)
Γb(Q2 +iPβ)Γb(2iPa)Γb(−2iPa)

×Sb(s1+s2)Sb(2s2)
Sb(Q+s2−s1) e−4πs2s Fb (s1+s2,2s2;Q+s2−s1;2is) .

(D.4)
Comparing this with the bulk-to-boundary structure constant of Liouville (D.3), we first
get the following relation

SPa s[Pβ ]
A(Pa;Pβ |s)

=

(
πµγ(b2)b2−2b2

)Q/2+iPβ
2b

2 1
2π

 Γb(Q)Γb (Q+2is)Γb (Q−2is)Γb(−2iPβ)
Γb
(
Q
2 +2is−iPβ

)
Γb
(
Q
2 −2is−iPβ

)
Γb(Q2 −iPβ)2


×
(
πµγ(b2)b2−2b2

) iPa
b

(Γb(Q+2iPa)
Γb(2iPa)

)
(D.5)

The term in the second line of (D.5) can be written in terms of the (1,1) ZZ brane:

(
πµγ(b2)b2−2b2

) iPa
b

(Γb(Q+ 2iPa)
Γb(2iPa)

)
= −21/4ΨZZ(1, 1| − Pa) (D.6)

where
ΨZZ(1, 1|P ) :=

(
πµγ(b2)

)−iP/b 23/42πiP
Γ(1− 2ibP )Γ(1− 2iP/b) .

(D.7)

Hence, we can write

SPa s[Pβ ]
ΨZZ(1, 1| − Pa)A(Pa;Pβ |s)

= − 1
2 1

4π

(
πµγ(b2)b2−2b2

)Q/2+iPβ
2b

× Γb(Q)Γb (Q+ 2is) Γb (Q− 2is) Γb(−2iPβ)
Γb
(
Q
2 + 2is− iPβ

)
Γb
(
Q
2 − 2is− iPβ

)
Γb(Q2 − iPβ)2

.

(D.8)
Now the r.h.s. of (D.8) is equal to the “g function” of Ponsot and Teschner that enters in
the definition of the boundary three-point function of Liouville theory [25]. For generic
values of the arguments it is defined as

gσ2σ1
β :=

(
πµγ(b2)b2−2b2

)β/2b
Γb(Q)Γb(Q− 2β)Γb(2σ1)Γb(2Q− 2σ2)

Γb(2Q− β − σ1 − σ2)Γb(σ1 + σ2 − β)Γb(Q− β + σ1 − σ2)Γb(Q− β + σ2 − σ1) .
(D.9)

Choosing σ1 = σ2 = Q
2 + is and β = Q

2 + iPβ , it is straightforward to see that one can
reproduce the r.h.s. of (D.8). Therefore we obtain the final relation:

SPP ′ [P0] = − 1
2 1

4π
ΨZZ(1, 1| − P ) gP ′P ′P0 A(P ;P0|P ′). (D.10)
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